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ABSTRACT
Gao, Wei. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2015. Enabling New Functionally
Embedded Mechanical Systems via Cutting, Folding, and 3D Printing. Major Pro-
fessors: Karthik Ramani and Raymond J. Cipra, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Traditional design tools and fabrication methods implicitly prevent mechanical en-
gineers from encapsulating full functionalities such as mobility, transformation, sens-
ing and actuation in the early design concept prototyping stage. Therefore, designers
are forced to design, fabricate and assemble individual parts similar to conventional
manufacturing, and iteratively create additional functionalities. This results in rela-
tively high design iteration times and complex assembly strategies.
Stemmed from an ancient paper craft originating from Japan, Origami has been
naturally contextualized in a variety of applications in the fields of mathematics,
engineering, food packaging, and biological design. The computational and manu-
facturing capabilities today urge us to develop significantly new forms and processes
of folding to create “functional enclosures”, where full functionalities can be easily
pre-synthesized and pre-embedded on flat. Furthermore, The external skin shapes are
allowed to be “coated” over enclosures using 3D printing process. In the first phase
of this thesis, by introducing line cuts into crease patterns and creating folded hinges
across “Basic Structural Units” (BSUs), typically not done in origami, we achieve
a new multi-primitive folding framework using tetrahedral, cuboidal, prismatic, and
pyramidal components, called “Kinetogami”. The mathematical and folding theories
are established to construct closed-loop(s) polyhedral mechanisms with multi-degree-
of-freedom and self-deployable characteristics using a single sheet of material. The
explicit 2D fabrication layout and construction rules are visually parameterized for ge-
ometric properties to ensure a continuous and intersection-free folding motion. Next,
the study presents the prototypical results from a variety of foldable polyhedral mech-
xii
anisms to the locomotive hexapod robots, using the tetrahedral module derived from
Kinetogami. We also investigate the kinematic interpretation of reconfiguration be-
tween the folds and material selection of substrates and hinges. The last phase of
this thesis focuses on combining functionally-embedded design along with the shape
creation by embedding components during 3D printing. By modifying a standard
low-cost FDM printer with a revolving and foldable cuboidal platform, and printing
partitioned geometries around cuboidal facets, we achieve a multi-directional addi-
tive prototyping process, called ”RevoMaker”. A wide range of customized and fully-
functional product prototypes, such as computer mice and wind-up toys are demon-
strated in our prototyping results. Therefore, via integrating dimensions of folding,
cutting and 3D printing, we achieve a shape-to-form-to-function design and proto-
typing framework that provides affordance for a new genre of functionally-embedded
mechanical products and systems.
1
1. INTRODUCTION
The process of mechanical prototyping not only includes designing individual parts,
but also includes encapsulating the integrated functionalities such as mobility, ar-
ticulation, transformation, sensing and actuation through assembly. For instance,
creating a prosthetic arm from scratch and prototyping enclosures can be an itera-
tive and daunting task. It requires 3D modeling, molding/tooling design, physical
assembly and calibration to be integrated seamlessly to fit all individual components
inside an exterior shell. Besides, traditional computer-aided design tools are highly
procedural and usually require elaborate training and practice before they can be
effectively utilized. As a result, it is cognitively too difficult for novice designers, who
lack specialized knowledge to technically design and prototype functionally-embedded
mechanical systems.
Fortunately, current origami-inspired design theories and methodologies provide
an elegant and simple folding strategy using flat surfaces to create foldable joints [1,2]
and transformable 3D structures [3,4]. In addition, the priori foldable platforms and
voids can be utilized to embed functionalities such as enclosing circuits, sensors and
motors, etc. These open the opportunities for the democratization of fabricating
functional mechanisms, assemblies, smart structures and robots [5–8].
1.1 The Background of Paper Folding (Origami) & Cutting (Kirigami)
Origami originally was developed as a paper craft in the 17th century AD that
allowed the diversity of representative 3D objects with individual unit arrangements
and explicit folding processes from 2D sheets of paper. Artistic origami designs re-
veal the rudimentary characteristics of paper folding: inexpensive, lightweight, com-
pact and combinatorial. During the last 40 years, “Why’s, What’s and How’s” of
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different origami tessellations and structures have been geometrically and symbol-
ically described by the underlying mathematical rules governing the creases, such
as flat foldability [9] and “folding any polygonal shape” [10]. With the marriage
of computational geometry and origami, systematic studies have been carried out
recently (TreeMaker [11], Origamizer [12] and foldable-programmable-matter-editor
(FPME) [13]).
Modern origami explorations can be generally classified into two categories: artis-
tic compositions and systematic tessellation patterns. The former provides a guide
to the origami artists while allowing the artist to express his or her own personality
through interpretation and variation. Like a musical composer, the origami folder
works with patterns and relationships within the paper and arranges those patterns
into something that sparks from human’s aesthetic, spontaneity and serendipity. On
the other side, mathematicians, physicists and engineers have been seeking to design
the systematic crease and tessellation patterns applied in multidisciplinary fields.
The complexity and richness of the folded structures arise from simply repeating
sub-patterns of crease lines and symmetries of polygonal shapes.
Our analysis of past work in origami and folding structures shows that its applica-
tions are limited by the following characteristics: (1) A number of developments have
the typical goal of achieving a desired folding-state that renders functionality, i.e., the
extended solar panel or the wrapped gift package. (2) In the previous work, continu-
ous skin-based models and patterns are achieved by task-oriented operations (Miura
folding [14] as well as patterns represented in airbag [15, 16], stent [17], sandwich
core structures [18], honeycomb core structures [19,20] and cartons [21]). (3) Recent
advances in modular origami [22] [23] for polyhedral models use separate pieces of
paper for each component or function.
Kirigami, as a variation of origami, originates from the art of paper cutting using
scissors and knifes (from Japanese “kiru” refers to cut and “gami” means paper).
Typically, kirigami starts with a folded base and then allows the cutting to achieve
pictorial and figurative 2D patterns. Recently, the work of modular kirigami [24]
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use the identical paper modules and assembles them into larger and more complex
symmetric sculptures. Each paper module, however, is cut individually and separately
while the design rationale of how and where to connect these modules happens in
the late assemblage stage. Like the modular origami, the designers still face the
uncertainties of building combinatorial systems embedded inside a single folded sheet,
and of placing material where they desire it.
1.2 The Background of Current FDM-Based 3D Printing
Current additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, also referred to 3D printing,
provide the freedom to a designer in the layer-wise realization of fabricating com-
plex geometric shapes. The term additive manufacturing was ultimately chosen by
the ASTM F42 committee as it clearly distinguishes the processes from subtractive
manufacturing techniques wherein material is removed from a workpiece (e.g., cut-
ting, milling, grinding) [25]. The significant amount of recent interest and investment
towards AM technologies does not come as a surprise, as this layer-wise additive
method is an elegant concept that can build complex shapes using a wide variety
of materials. The reducing cost of programmable controllers, lasers, ink jet print-
ing and computer-aided design (CAD) software has democratized the design process,
allowing individuals to utilize, tinker with, and improvise these technologies. The
main market driver for such systems has been consumers and industries that rely on
lowmedium fidelity prototyping in the early stages of product design. Several startup
companies are creating innovative and low-cost 3D printers for thermoplastics. As a
result, plastics-based 3D printing has captured the imagination of the general public
through platforms such as Do-It-Yourself (DIY) and the Maker Movement. Supply
chain and retail businesses such as Staples, Shapeways and Sculpteo are taking ad-
vantage of the popularity of such platforms and bringing commercial printing and
shipping services directly to customers. These companies are also supporting hob-
byist communities by providing them with simple online 3D modelers allowing them
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to create or tailor designs and turn them into customized products. Many roadmaps
and reports have been carried out recently, including NIST roadmap [26], America
Makes roadmap [27–30], CSC report [31], Wohlers reports [32–34], etc., to provide
research and industry perspectives on AM technologies.
From the industry perspective, AM technologies have the potential for significantly
impacting traditional production models in terms of industrial machinery, assembly
processes, and supply chains. For example, multi-nationals such as General Electric
(GE) are investing in research for commercializing metal-based AM technologies for
remanufacturing. If successful, such technologies can simplify their manufacturing
value chain by giving them independence from third-party suppliers, improve perfor-
mance, and extend useful life of their engines. AM can also positively impact smaller
corporations and end-customers by changing their roles into self-sufficient designers
and manufacturers that can develop innovative products and production systems.
The rapid proliferation of AM technologies is driven by the increase in the variety
of materials, low-cost machines, and potential for new application areas. This has
resulted in a lack of fundamental design guidelines or standardization of best prac-
tices. For example, the same digital input (3D model) may give rise to parts that
can be different in surface finish and geometric torlerance. These effects are due to
differences in manufacturing techniques (material extrusion, jetting, deposition, cur-
ing, lamination, etc.), materials (thermoplastics, photopolymers, epoxy resin, metal
powder, conductive composition, etc.), and the geometric positioning/orientation of
the geometries. As a result, designers often waste building and support material
due to the multiple trial-and-error iterations required for fixing unqualified feature
requirements, surface resolution and clearances of mechanical parts and assemblies.
The use of electronics and circuits at macro- and micro-levels, both by embedding
and integrating materials and sensors, is another trend that adds functionality, but
threatens to complicate the design process for AM technologies.
When employing AM, this complexity comes at no additional cost, as there is no
need for additional tooling, re-fixturing and increased operator and assembly exper-
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tise. Other traditional manufacturing processes, including formative techniques (e.g.,
pressing, casting, forming), impose additional design constraints to those inherited by
the subtractive techniques used to fabricate the required tools and patterns. Funda-
mentally, AM technologies impose only a few constraints and thus provide a designer
the ability to selectively place (multi-)material precisely where it is needed to achieve
the designed functionality.
Modern 3D printing techniques have their foundations in four key patents: vat
photopolymerization, powder bed fusion, material extrusion, and binder jetting [35–
38]. In the early 1990s, Kruth [39] categorized various additive manufacturing pro-
cesses from three perspectives: liquid-based, powder-based and solid-based systems
according to different material creation; and direct-3D and 2D-layers techniques ac-
cording to different shape building. A whole family tree and AM process classification,
including research and commercial methods, were presented by Helsinki University
of Technology [40] and in the German production process standard (DIN8580) and
(DIN8581). A functional classification schema of AM systems has also been presented
by Williams [41]. Most recently, ASTM International has classified AM technologies
into seven categories: (1) material extrusion, (2) powder bed fusion, (3) vat pho-
topolymerization, (4) material jetting, (5) binder jetting, (6) sheet lamination, and
(7) directed energy deposition [25]. Among these, the inexpensive and flexible ex-
trusion systems are gaining an extensive popularity among the DIY crowds. The
method, popularly referred to as Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), generates layers
by mechanically extruding molten thermoplastic material (e.g., ABS or PLA) onto a
substrate.
Current FDM-based 3D printing is more suitable for fabricating the decorative
models, design concept prototypes and customized products. Even though by pausing
the build, one can embed foreign objects into a priori designed voids, which are then
fully encapsulated into the part once printing is resumed [42–44]. Placing functional
enclosures ahead on the print bed, unfortunately, will not allow continuous layer-
wise fabrication since the printhead intersects with the enclosure and any geometry
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beneath is infeasible to print. How to seamlessly and quickly combine functional
design along with the shape creation becomes our motivation to design enabling
methods and technologies via folding, cutting and printing.
1.3 Research Goals and Key Contributions
In this thesis, we combine the elegant art forms using the dimensions of cutting,
folding and 3D printing to create foldable polyhedral enclosures. We use these en-
closures as the foundation of our thesis to design functional prototypes since the
functionalities can be pre-embedded easily and directly onto the flat, and then en-
capsulated inside when folded.
The main research goal in this thesis is twofold: (1) we connect a series of poly-
hedral building blocks (basic structural units) to build up closed-loop(s) polyhedral
mechanisms that create the complexity of reconfiguration. This multi-primitive fold-
ing framework is called “Kinetogami”. (2) We further enhance the shape complex-
ity by 3D printing the skin geometries around each polyhedral primitive. A multi-
directional additive prototyping process, called “RevoMaker”, is proposed to produce
direct out-of-the-printer functional prototypes.
In this thesis, we discuss the schemes of folding and prototyping framework for
achieving the following key contributions:
1) We designed a class of elementary basic-structural-units (BSU), including tetra-
hedral, cubic, prismatic and pyramidal components, in order to fold up self-
deployable polyhedral mechanisms using single sheet of material;
2) We synthesized the overall scheme of 2D crease-cut-attachment patterns for
each BSU, and developed a generalized algorithm for finding an Eulerian cy-
cle throughout each BSU and constructing single and multi-loop structures /
mechanisms using tetrahedral BSU. We further designed a geometric predictor
to achieve different stage of reconfiguration, and investigate the overall topolog-
ical representation and mobility boundary of the mechanisms.
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3) We developed a locomotive hexapod robotics, called HexaMorph. In terms of
manufacturability, our design methodology enables the robot fabrication and
assembly in 2D, folding and reconfiguring in 3D.
4) We developed a multi-directional 3D printing system that is capable of inherently
reducing build and support consumption. The system enables the design space
of 3D printing to go beyond simple parts using the volume within the 3D printed
shape itself to encase the direct-out-of-printer functionalities.
Hence, by synthesizing and modifying the geometric features embedded in the 2D
crease-cut-attachment patterns, we hierarchically change the kinematic performance
of the single / multi-closed-loop reconfigurable polyhedral mechanisms to be folded,
and provide the capacities for rendering different functionalities by changing lock-
ing/unlocking, and locomotive behaviors from a mechanical engineering design point
of view. An augmented additive prototyping system using low-cost FDM printer is
further developed to print exterior geometries around foldable primitive volumes.
1.4 Thesis Organization
We begin this thesis by discussing previous research, current state-of-the-art and
limitations of folding, cutting and printing techniques. Chapter 2 introduces the
reader to design and folding theories of building the basic structural units (BSU).
In Chapter 3, the explicit 2D fabrication layout and construction rules are visually
presented for geometric properties to ensure a continuous folding motion free of inter-
section. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the prototypical results and kinematic interpretation
of mechanisms derived from Kinetogami. Chapter 6 demonstrates a different mate-
rial selection using additive manufacturing and the locomotive robotic application
using skew tetrahedral units. In Chapter 7, we further explore a multi-directional 3D
printing process that creates direct out-of-the-printer functional prototypes. Finally,
Chapter 8 proposes our future work and the potential mechanical systems to be de-
signed with our functionally-embedded prototyping framework. It is our hope that
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these chapters will serve to motivate the research that is discussed in the proceeding
chapters of this thesis.
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2. FOLDING FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN THEORY OF “KINETOGAMI”
In this chapter, we discuss a new folding framework, called “Kinetogami”, which en-
compasses multi-primitive, structural and foldable units including tetrahedral, cuboidal,
prismatic, and pyramidal BSUs. We coined the word “Kinetogami” inspired by the
Greek root “Kinetikos” and the Japanese word “kami”, literally meaning that the
polyhedral mechanisms and structures in motion are made by a single sheet of paper.
With regards to any Origami design, it is necessary to understand the design motiva-
tion as well as corresponding crease patterns and folding sequences. To this end, we
discuss the following topics on the fundamentals of “Kinetogami”: (1) related work of
constructing polyhedral mechanisms using traditional methods, (2) our design theory
of folding multi-primitive units including tetrahedral, cuboidal, prismatic, and pyra-
midal BSUs, (3) synthesis of 2D crease-cut-attachment for each BSU, and (4) design
rationale to avoid self-overlapping facets on the 2D pattern.
2.1 Related Work of Building Polyhedral Mechanisms
Polyhedral mechanisms are spatial mechanisms where vertices, edges and facets of
the polyhedra are embedded into fundamental kinematic linkages and closed chains
[45]. The pioneering work of the expandable polyhedral structures, named “Jitterbug
transformers, was developed by Verheyen [46,47]. The proposed polyhedral structures
contain rigid pairs of polygonal elements in a double-layer framework. Later on, a
number of mechanisms with various polyhedral geometries were carried out such as
“Heureka-polyhedron [48], “Hoberman switch-pitch ball [49], Platonic, Archimedean
and Johnson solids [50,51]. In physical kinematic linkage design, each link is modeled
as a rigid body and these individual links are jointed together in closed form(s) to
provide a particular determinate motion. In this thesis, we specifically investigate
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sets of periodic polyhedral pairs with reflectional symmetry and adjacent hinge axes
with skew perpendicularity in the kinematic chain(s). Recent literature has shown
and proved that a linear chain of polygonal or polyhedral modules can be folded into
any arbitrary 3D shape [52, 53] and reach many general families of hinged dissection
[54,55].
In an analogous manner, we fold and close polyhedral facets to construct “Basic
Structural Units” (BSUs) in a way that each individual polyhedron can be repre-
sented as a rigid link while maintaining the hinge axes orientations. These folded
“links” are structural with empty volume enclosed instead of solid rods. The re-
sulting mechanisms can reconfigure and manifest different functions afforded by the
new configuration. Our design methodology allows manufacturing in 2D and folding
in 3D. Hence, by synthesizing and modifying the geometric features embedded in
the 2D crease-cut-attachment patterns, we hierarchically change the kinematic per-
formance of the single / multi-closed-loop reconfigurable polyhedral mechanisms to
be folded. To the best of our knowledge, such hierarchical and multi-scale mecha-
nism constructions through folding and reconfiguration have not been envisioned or
explored earlier.
2.2 Basic Structural Units (BSU)
In the past, the nature of paper sheets was deterministic with regard to the con-
ventional rules of origami such as when folding without cutting. We strive towards
exploring the heterogeneous, structural and reconfigurable characteristics of paper by
allowing preplanned cuts with crease patterns and creating folded hinges across basic
structural units, typically not done in Origami.
Generally speaking, a BSU consists of a pair of mirror-image polyhedra coupled
with a common hinge. Furthermore, the BSUs can be folded and strung up from ex-
tending crease patterns laterally on a single flat sheet of paper. Here, we demonstrate
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Figure 2.1. Four representative (a: tetrahedral; b: cuboidal; c: pris-
matic; d: pyramidal) BSUs folded from a single sheet.
four representative BSU’s: tetrahedral, cuboidal, prismatic and pyramidal (shown in
Fig. 2.1) stemming from the folding-cutting-joining processes on 2D sheets.
The BSU folding approach provides advantages such that: 1) The hinges are inher-
ently embedded as the creases on the 2D pattern. Hence, no assemblages of separate
joints are needed to construct the mechanism. 2) The internal space inside each BSU
can be utilized for added functions, such as enclosing electronic and battery com-
ponents for actuation. 3) Affording opportunities for planning anisotropic material
properties on a unfolding pattern while the reconfigurability in mechanisms reorients
the material and structure and thereby changes functionalities.
2.3 2D Crease-Cut-Attachment Pattern Synthesis
In our work, non-deformable paper sheets are used to construct the basic struc-
tural units. We model the creases as revolute joints (hinges), the uncreased facets
as polyhedral surfaces and closed-form surfaces as component links. Line-cuts are
necessitated for silhouetting the unfolded pattern of each polyhedral linkage and the
attachments on each unfolded BSU pattern are considered as the post-processing to
close physical volumetric unit as a rigid body.
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2.3.1 Tetrahedral BSU patterns
Four triangular facets and six edges comprise a tetrahedral unit. In order to form
a closed tetrahedron, each set of unfolded triangle patches needs to maintain (a) the
edge-length consistency: any side length of each triangle must agree with the one to
be joined from the other three triangles, respectively (i.e., in Fig. 2.2 (a): a=a′, b=b′,
c=c′), and (b) the vertex-angle consistency: the sum of angles spanned by adjacent
edges emanating from the vertex must be less than 2π, i.e., α + β + γ < 2π. This
arises from the fact that if the sum is equal to 2π, a tetrahedron converts to a plane;
and if greater than 2π, a tetrahedron is not formable.
Figure 2.2. (a) 2D - 3D formation of a single tetrahedral unit (a, b, c
denote the edges of each triangular facet; α, β, γ denote the adjacent
vertex angles of a tetrahedron). (b) Self-overlapping on a unfolded
tetrahedral BSU pattern.
Coupled mirror-image tetrahedra with a common hinge are labeled as a tetrahedral
BSU. In general, while flattening each BSU, single paper consumption requires none
of any two neighboring facets overlaps upon each other (dotted areas in Fig. 2.2 (b)).
By unfolding a single polyhedral unit, we allow only 2 hinge edges on the pattern
such that one hinge connects to the previous unit and the other connects to the next
unit. Therefore, we predesign the hinge edges in a parallel manner and the unfolding
net of each current unit is in between the adjacent hinges. Given that BSUs with
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reflectional symmetry are periodically chained together, we are guaranteed to avoid
self-overlapping pairs of adjacent facets after opening polyhedral BSUs into a 2D
plane.
Figure 2.3. (a) Isosceles tetrahedral BSU; (b) Skew tetrahedral BSU;
(c) Isos-equal tetrahedral BSU (red : overall cuts; black : folds; blue:
the fold that functions as a common hinge; shaded area: attachments).
Fig. 2.3 shows 3 representative tetrahedral BSUs where each sides’ geometry are:
all isosceles triangles (shown as a: isosceles tetrahedron); all right-angle triangles




5: 2 : 1 (b: skew tetrahedron); and
the one having isosceles, equilateral and right-angle triangles with edge ratios of




5: 2 (c: isos-equal tetrahedron). Their corresponding 2D crease pat-
terns are shown in Fig. 2.3.
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A closed loop of serially connected BSUs (necessarily identical to each other) is
defined as a BSU ring. In this kinematic chain, any two neighboring polyhedra can be
viewed as a BSU. Geometrically speaking, in a tetrahedral BSU ring, 2 adjacent hinge
axes are skew perpendicular and 2 alternate ones intersect at a common point. More
complex tetrahedral mechanisms with multiple degrees of freedom can be achieved
using serial, parallel and hybrid assemblies of BSU rings in a hierarchical manner.
2.3.2 Cuboidal BSU patterns
A number of engineering design practices [56,57] have been recently revisiting the
simple, combinatorial and space-efficient structure: the cuboid. Each cuboidal unit
(including the cubic one) contains 12 edges and 6 surfaces while its flattened pattern
opens up to 14 edges along the path surrounding the area. In accordance with 11
different planar nets of a cube [9], we start with various 2D patterns for constructing
a single cuboidal unit (cuboidal edges are in the ratio of 3 : 2 : 1) and embed them
with the attaching facets for gluing. When considering a cross-like shape as a parent
pattern, we obtain 6 different layouts by arranging orientations of the top middle
rectangles in grey (we call the base, shown in Fig. 2.4 (1-6)). Each layout yields 11
unique child patterns (see Fig. 2.4 (a-k) for the parent 5) referring to the same base’s
orientation. Note that the parent patterns are the patterns with the same net while
altering the shape of each base rectangle. The child patterns are the ones with the
same base rectangle while altering the nets. We eventually generate a total of 66 2D
crease patterns in general to fold a cuboid with 12 patterns forming identical pairs.
The displacement and orientation arrangement of each attaching facet are based
on the premise that we minimize the overall paper consumption (envelope size of
each pattern) as well as the number of attaching facets. For instance the pattern
(a) in Fig. 2.4, the two same colored edges (non-adjacent sets in red(a,a′), blue(b,b′),
green(c,c′), and adjacent ones in yellow) coincide with each other after folding the net
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Figure 2.4. 54 unique 2D crease patterns with attaching facets for a
cuboidal unit (6 parent patterns with a corresponding child pattern
are shown).
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up to a closed cuboid. We arrange and extend 3 attaching facets out of non-adjacent
sets so that the cuboid can be enclosed efficiently without any curled-up corner.
Figure 2.5. Net patterns of cuboidal BSU using 3 different edges as
hinges (red : overall cuts; black : folds; blue: the common hinge).
Similar to the tetrahedral BSU formation, the net pattern for a cuboidal BSU
can be eased out of a single piece of paper when (1) the hinge to be chosen out of
three non-adjacent sets on one cuboidal unit pattern matches the one on the coupled
pattern; (2) no self-overlapping occurs after combining two individual nets together;
and (3) two built-up cuboidal units are symmetric about the common hinge axis.
We synthesize 3 net patterns by picking an edge along the length, width and height
individually as the common hinge. We use the most compact envelop area by brute-
force searching to chose candidates from a total of 542 combinatorial possibilities
for attaching-facet arrangement. Fig. 2.5 also shows the hands-on prototype corre-
sponding to each cuboidal net pattern. Note again that a cuboidal BSU ring is a
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closed-loop chain with coupled cuboidal BSUs and in which the adjacent hinge axes
are skew perpendicular to each other.
2.3.3 Prismatic and pyramidal BSU patterns
Figure 2.6. (a) Triangular prismatic BSU; (b) Rectangular pyramidal
BSU; (c) Pentagonal pyramidal BSU.
Another two representative modules in the family encompass prismatic and pyra-
midal BSUs. Consider the (a) triangular prismatic, (b) rectangular and (c) pentagonal
pyramidal BSUs in Fig. 2.6, each BSU consists of two mirror-image units with n-sided
polygonal bases. In each unit, either a side edge or a base edge with skew perpen-
dicularity can be selected as the common hinge edge. Observe that in these unfolded
nets, the attaching areas are extended from a single side of each prism face and faces
surrounding the apex in pyramidal BSUs.
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2.4 Design for Self-Overlapping Avoidance
By unfolding a single polyhedral unit, we allow only 2 hinge edges on the pattern
such that one hinge connects to the previous unit and the other connects to the next
unit. Therefore, we predesign the hinge edges in a parallel manner and the unfolding
net of each current unit is in between the adjacent hinges. Given that BSUs with
reflectional symmetry are periodically chained together, we are guaranteed to avoid
self-overlapping pairs of adjacent facets after opening polyhedral BSUs into a 2D
plane.
2.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we present a novel folding framework, called “Kinetogami”, with
multi-hierarchical and foldable units including tetrahedral, cuboidal, prismatic, and
pyramidal BSUs. Our primary focus is to create the polyhedral mechanisms using
a single sheet of material. We further discuss our design principles to ensure that
when flattening each BSU component, no adjacent facets are self-overlapping with
each other. Hence, the individual components can be fabricated in 2D while folding
and reconfiguring in 3D.
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3. EULERIAN CYCLE, FABRICATION PRINCIPLES AND CONSTRUCTION
RULES
The bulk of the research effort for the past two decades has been in the fields of
Origami design of two dimensional (2D), or planar, fabrication where all the features
created are essentially flat. This chapter discusses the layout planning and arrange-
ment of aforementioned crease-cut-attachment pattern of single BSU patterns. Sec-
tion 3.1 lays the groundwork of the fabrication and folding scheme. We present a
generalized algorithm of finding an Eulerian cycle to connect BSUs and threading
the cycle to achieve Kinetogami-derived polyhedral mechanisms. Section 3.2 further
discusses an ameliorated folding process to optimize the size of flattened patterns
within a compact rectangular envelope. Following this, we demonstrate 2 case stud-
ies of construction using the skew tetrahedral BSU and the cubic BSU. Section 3.3
concludes this chapter and discusses possible future work.
3.1 Introduction to Fundamental Layout Planning and Folding Scheme
We develop consistent fabrication principles that can be applied to a flat sheet
while exploring reconfigurable properties. Our folding approach is deployed on a
single compact sheet to achieve Kinetogamic polyhedral mechanisms. We introduce
the cuts into the crease pattern to provide skeletal structures therefore multiple folding
states are enabled by configuring. Generalized reasoning and fabrication procedures
are demonstrated in the case studies of constructing (1) a hexagram-like mechanism
using skew tetrahedral BSU, and (2) a deployable ring using cubic BSU.
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3.1.1 Finding an Eulerian cycle
In our multi-primitive folding scheme, all folded polyhedral mechanisms originate
from a single linear BSU string. At this point, we first achieve the generalization of
producing an Eulerian cycle that travels each BSU (linkages) exactly once for any
kinetogami-derived polyhedral mechanism.
Figure 3.1. (a) Elementary-single-loop with n basic-structural-units
B1, B2, · · · , Bn. (b) Multi-loop that contains single and compound
hinge joints.
Cyclic hinged dissection has received multiple studies on finding a traceable path
to form any polypolyhedra shape [54, 55]. When considering the kinematic linkages,
we start identifying the configuration space of the closed loop(s) polyhedral linkages.
Milgram [58] discussed that closed loop revolute mechanisms have at least one planar
configuration, a configuration that lies entirely in a single plane R2 ⊂ R3. Hence, the
topological relationship of unfolded configuration of closed loop(s) polyhedral mecha-
nisms can be described using a planar connectivity graph G. In the graph, polyhedral
links are denoted by edges (−) and hinge joints (H ) are denoted by ordinary nodes
(◦). Each ordinary node connects 2 links (edges) and it allows 1 rotational degree-
of-freedom. When k(k > 2) linkages are joined together while sharing a single hinge
joint, this compound hinge joint (CH ) is denoted by a complex node (}) and it allows
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k−1 revolute mobility. Each single basic-structural-units Bi is composed of two adja-
cent links Bi 1 and Bi 2 coupled together. If n basic-structural-units B1, B2, · · · , Bn
are chained in a single closed loop shown in Fig. 3.1 (a), it is defined as an elementary-
single-loop. By picking arbitrary node(s) on each of m elementary-single-loops and
joining them again to form compound hinges further give us a multi-loop in the order
of m. The multi-loop construction guarantees non-intersecting edges given that each
graph is a planar graph. Finally, we define that at any complex node, the two adja-
cent BSUs in the same elementary-single-loop are noted as a pair BSUs, such as Bi
and Bj in Fig. 3.1 (b), and the adjacent ones in the different elementary-single-loops
are considered as a dual BSUs, such as Bi and Bk. Thus, at each complex node, on
one side of any BSU must be its pair and the other side must be its dual.
The problem herein is described as follows: given a connectivity graph of multi-
loop in the order of m, where each elementary-single-loop consists of many basic
structural units, to produce an Eulerian cycle which visits each BSU linkage exactly
once. In order to tackle the problem, two operations are demonstrated as follows:
Operation1 op1(CHi): split each complex node (by the aforementioned multi-loop
definition, complex node is the compound hinge that couples k BSUs, k is even and
k ≥ 4) into k/2 divisions where the dual BSUs are connected together. The set of all
newly-created ordinary nodes at each complex node position are defined as a complex
set(CHi). Hence, multiple cycles connecting nodes and edges will be generated.
Operation2 op2(CHi): In an arbitrary complex set(CHi), replace each BSUs con-
nection to its dual back with a connection to its pair.
Based on these two operations, our method to find an Eulerian cycle is summarized
in Algorithm 1. The following is the detailed proof of the algorithm:
Proof : Recall that in each connectivity graph G, each ordinary node connects
only two edges. Since the connectivity graph is a planar graph, we have the following
two explicit results: 1) For Operation1, each newly created vertex where dual BSUs
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Table 3.1. Finding an Eulerian cycle inside any structure derived by Kinetogami.
Algorithm 1: Find an Eulerian cycle that visits each BSU only once
Input: Given a connectivity graph G;
Step:
1. Find all the complex nodes in G
2. for each complex node (CHi) do
op1(CHi)
end for
3. for each complex set(CHi) which is from different cycles do
op2(CHi)
end for
are jointed at in a complex set(CHi) connects only two edges and it becomes an
ordinary node. The process retains the planar properties. 2) For Operation 2, each
newly created vertex after pair BSUs are coupled back also connects only two edges.
These vertices become an ordinary node and it also retains the planar properties.
After Step 2 completes (for each complex node(CHi), we do the Operation1), given
that each node in the obtained graph G connects two edges, the obtained graph G
only comprises of one or multiple cycles connecting nodes and edges. In each cycle,
every node connects only two edges. Because the connectivity graph is a planar graph
and the Operation1 retains the planar properties, these cycles do not intersect with
each other. Then, we proceed to Step 3.
Note that each newly created node after Operation 2 still connects two edges.
Therefore, after step 3, all the ordinary nodes in the obtained final graph G still have
only two edges connected on each side. That is, G is composed of one or multiple
cycles. However, since the original connectivity graph contains only one connected
component, Step 3 ensures that it results in only one single non-intersecting cycle.
This is due to the fact that if there exist multiple cycles, then we can return back
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Figure 3.2. Eulerian cycle generation for a hexagram-like mechanism.
to Operation 2 to merge them. Thus, the resulting final graph G by this algorithm
is a single Eulerian cycle without self-intersection. Fig. 3.2 shows a hexagram-like
mechanism, wherein 6 identical equilateral loops connects with each other from head
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to tail and each loop contains 3 BSUs. The mechanism has a total of six complex
nodes CHs, where four BSUs, such as B1, B3, B4 and B5, are hinged together at each
CH. Step 2 isolates 2 dual BSU pairs (B1, B4 as a dual and B3, B5 as another) and
generates 2 new cycles where each ordinary node connects only two edges. Finally,
replacing each BSU’s connection back to its pair (B1 hinges to B3, and B4 hinges to
B5) results in an Eulerian cycle for the mechanism.
As for the time complexity of this algorithm, it is O(m+n), where m is the number
of the nodes and n is the number of edges in G. Therefore, once, again, any resulting
connectivity graph can become a single closed cycle and the Eulerian path is found
with a long non-intersecting BSU string.
3.1.2 Case studies on folding a BSU string to final construct
After finding the Eulerian cycle, We demonstrate the subsequent folding processes
using 2 case studies of constructing (1) a hexagram-like mechanism using skew tetra-
hedral BSU, and (2) a deployable ring using cubic BSU. For both of these case studies,
the construction rules are generalized through the following sequences:
i) Duplicate the single crease pattern of skew tetrahedral BSU (see the grey area in
Fig. 3.3 (a)) and cubic BSU given in Fig. 3.4 (b) so that one can linearly extend
them along a strip of sheet, then fold each pattern up and obtain a long BSU
string shown in Fig. 3.3 (b);
ii) Deploy the polyhedral mechanism into a planar configuration: the hexagram-like
mechanism into its configuration with six 3stBSUs laying down in Fig. 3.3 (c),
and the serial cubic ring configuration itself. Then we select the adjacent hinges
based on skew perpendicularity
• Tetrahedral BSU has the least hinge selection options in the fact that each
tetrahedron is composed of only 2 skew edges. Recall that we geometrically
demonstrate 3 representative BSUs with skew perpendicular hinges and their
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Figure 3.3. Fabrication and construction rules for building a
hexagram-like mechanism. (a) linearly duplicating the single unfolded
skew tetrahedral BSU pattern along a strip of sheet. (b) folding each
BSU pattern up into a BSU string. (c) threading the BSU string
throughout an Eulerian cycle for the overall mechanism. (d) recon-
figuring the mechanism among two different configurations.
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corresponding creases on 2D are synthesized to be linearly arrayed (see the blue
lines in Fig. 3.3 (a)).
• Unlike tetrahedral BSU patterns, 2 sets of 4 edges on each current cubic BSU
pattern (see Fig. 3.4 (a)) can be chosen for the hinge coupling the previous
BSU pattern, denoted as I1,2,3,4, and the hinge which is coupling the next one,
denoted as O1,2,3,4. Folding a single cubic BSU pattern gives rise to 3 different
spatial hinge-hinge relations defined as follows: (1) coplanar parallel : 2 edges
functioning as hinges on each cubic unit are within the same surface plane
while parallel to each other, such as I1 and O1 or I1 and O2; (2) diagonal
parallel : 2 hinges are parallel to each other but sitting along the diagonal
direction in a cube, such as I2 and O3; (3) skew perpendicular : 2 hinges on each
Figure 3.4. Fabrication and hinge selection for cubic derivatives.
(a) a single folded cube with 6 facets. (b) unfolded cubic pattern
and possible hinge-hinge selection on pattern (orange: the hinge that
couples the previous BSU; blue: the hinge that couples the next BSU).
(c) 9 variations of different hinge-hinge combination. (d) 4 variations
of different mountain-valley folding at the common hinge. (e) a folded
ring with 3 cubic BSUs.
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cubic unit are neither parallel nor intersecting, but perpendicular to each other,
such as I2 and O4. 3.2 provides a summary of hinge-hinge spatial geometric
relations covering all possible combinations of Ii and Oj, where i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
To ensure a specific deployable kinematic performance, we choose the hinge-
hinge combination that results in the skew perpendicularity of adjacent hinge
axes. The whole configuration space is enlarged as well by 4 types of different
sequential mountain and valley folding at the common hinge of one cubic BSU
(Fig. 3.4 (d)).
Table 3.2. Spatial hinge-hinge relation of a single cubic BSU.



















iii) Find an Eulerian cycle starting from one BSU to travel and visit each polyhe-
dral BSU exactly once inside the unfolded configuration. We herein demonstrate
again the cycle for the hexagram-like mechanism using aforementioned Algorithm
1(shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 (c)).
iv) Thread the long folded BSU strings along the path, attach all the disconnected
compound joint together, and close all the loops into the final constructs.
3.2 Ameliorated Process for Compact Layout Planning
As discussed, each depolyable polyhedral mechanism derived from 4 BSUs recon-
figures into a long BSU string and eventually yields a lengthy strip of paper. Hence,
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Figure 3.5. Ameliorated processes for a compact 2D pattern layout.
(a)-(b) overall pattern planning and arrangement for the skew tetra-
hedral BSU and cubic BSU (the symmetric green-red-purple areas are
the turning areas that fold 3 times). (c) attaching 3 sheets together
(top layer remains turning areas, while the rest two layers without the
turning areas). (d) sequences of unfolding the rectangular pattern into
a linear strip.
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we start modifying and re-initiating the 2D layout design on an ideal rectangular-size
paper rather than an interminable strip. The fabricating strategies are completed
involving another 3 preparation steps:
i) As illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b), expanding the BSU crease pattern laterally
and vertically on a sheet, apply cuts-creases arrangements to each row and zigzag
turns between rows. The overall cuts-crease pattern is represented in colors and
the operations will proceed in sequence: to cut along red lines, fold black lines for
construct polyhedral links, fold blue dashed lines for enclosing additional surfaces,
and attach shaded regions for adhesion).
ii) Attach 3 sheets together where the top layer remains the original pattern with
green-red-purple turning areas while the rest two layers without the turning areas.
(See Fig. 3.5 (c)).
iii) After cutting, stack down each row gradually by folding the green areas backward
and then red areas downward shown in Fig. 3.5 (a, b) and eventually lining up a
long strip (sequences shown in Fig. 3.5 (d)), then folding BSUs into a long string.
In Step ii, the purpose of the 3-sheets adhesion is to balance the thickness of each
polyhedral surface because the turning areas are stacked upon each other three times
in the third step as per the row above. We maintain the rectangular paper intact by
allowing only line cutting so that: 1) no paper material is wasted (occurs if hollowing
out), and 2) the assembly facets are attached inside the tetrahedra and the surface
thickness can be increased to enhance structural characteristics such as stiffness and
load carrying capacities.
3.3 Design for Intersection-Free Folding Motion
Once the Eulerian cycle is generated for a connectivity graph, we cut the cycle
at an arbitrary node so that the closed path can always be opened into a straight-
ened string without self-intersection. When considering the volumetric polyhedral
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linkages instead of edges of negligible thickness, the appropriate synthesis of the pre-
dictor of reconfigurability allow us to ensure every continuous folding motion free of
intersection. Recall in Section 4 that 1) if staying below the rigid state threshold
of the vertex angle, the string of tetrahedral BSUs has been proven to be ringed; 2)
while enabling the number of BSUs greater than 2, the strings of cubic, prismatic and
pyramidal BSU have also been proven to be ringed. That is to say, the intersection
between adjacent BSUs occurs if and only if the rigid-state-threshold is designed to
be exceeded and units are still chained together in a closed loop. Otherwise, each
neighboring BSUs in the Eulerian cycle are sufficient to fit into any local turning or
straightening scenario. According to the formation principles we have discussed for
the connectivity graph in Section 3.1.1, each constructed polyhedral mechanism is
composed of single or multiple loops that topologically allows only ordinary nodes
and complex nodes, and geometrically requires adjacent joint axes with skew per-
pendicularity. Hence, given a specific topological configuration in the connectivity
graph, by finding the elementary single-loop with the least edges and constraining
the vertex angle from going beyond the rigid-state-threshold, we are guaranteed that
the physical BSU string can be folded from a straightened configuration and ringed
into loop(s) without intersecting any other BSUs.
3.4 Representation of Combinatorial & Hierarchical Building Architec-
ture
This next two Sections present the fundamentals of how to construct polyhe-
dral mechanisms using tetrahedral, cuboidal, prismatic and pyramidal BSUs. From
a single serial loop, to the parallel and hybrid multi-loop assemblies, the derived
mechanisms deliver the self-deploying and reconfigurable characteristics. This Sec-
tion describes the combinatorial and hierarchical building architecture using the skew
tetrahedral BSU. In the next Section, we present our prototypical results using differ-
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ent BSUs. The experimental results show the proof of concept of our aforementioned
fabrication and folding theories.
Dating back to 1929, Paul Schatz [59] first invented the single closed chain with an
even number of symmetric tetrahedra. Schattschneider and Walker later decorated
the tetrahedra chains and called it Kaleidocycle [60]. A ring hinged with 3 tetrahedral
BSUs can be simplified into 6 rigid rods, the deployable mechanism is named threefold
symmetric Bricard linkage with 1 DOF [61]. How to flatten and fold up the parallel
mechanisms that contains multiple loops, however, is still a challenge for engineers to
synthesize and even to perceive.
In the formation chapter 2, the representatives for each primitive BSU were geo-
metrically chosen based on a main feature that the two adjacent hinge axes in each
unit are skew perpendicular to each other. Next, we sequentially connect mirror-image
BSUs into closed loop(s) so that each loop fulfils the plane-symmetric and trihedral
linkage conditions [62, 63], and accordingly, results in a deployable kinematic prop-
erty. We demonstrate herein the hierarchical architecture of reconfigurable polyhedral
mechanisms derived from BSUs. Starting from a single BSU, higher level locomotion
is enabled by using serial, parallel and hybrid assemblies. Each derived structure and
mechanism can be considered as a new BSU to repetitively or cumulatively achieve
more complicated ones, while at each generation the construct is capable of self-
reconfiguring among multiple configurations and folding states.
3.5 Prototypical Results
For an explicit demonstration, skew tetrahedral BSU (we call stBSU, see Fig. 2.3
(b)) as a basis turns out to be combinatorial and topological in both structural and
kinematic perspectives. The shown white and blue units are mutually symmetric
in a BSU. By connecting three skew tetrahedral BSUs in a serial closed loop (we
call 3stBSU), we form a equilateral-triangle-like structure (see “Single closed loop”
in Fig. 3.6). Hinging six 3stBSUs serially further gives a closed-surface hexagon-like
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Figure 3.6. Kinematical combinatorics of tetrahedral BSUs. (a) a
single-closed-loop containing 3 skew tetrahedral BSUs. (b) a multi-
serial-loop containing 6 single-closed-loop. (c) a multi-parallel-loop
containing 8 single-closed-loop.
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structure shown in “Multi-Serial-Loops” of Fig. 3.6 and the paper model in Fig. 3.7
(b). The 3stBSU can be reconfigured to a zigzag mechanism and the hexagram-like
mechanism with unfilled central space (see “Multi-Serial-Loops” in Fig. 3.6 and the
paper model in Fig. 3.7(f)). By initializing one configuration of each reconfigurable
BSU and building them up cumulatively, it gives rise to versatile rigid structures and
movable mechanisms, i.e., the closed-surface sphere in Fig. 3.6 with overall 540 tetra-
hedral BSUs with paper model shown in Fig. 3.7 (c), and the skeletonized morphing
ellipsoid with overall 216 stBSUs (See the paper model in Fig. 3.7 (h)). Given a total
of 180 stBSUs, we also achieved a closed-surface ellipsoid in Fig. 3.7 (d) with vary-
ing compliance in different Sections. Eventually, modifying the size of BSUs enables
different solid structures with overall 192 tetrahedral BSUs to be transformed as well
(see the derivatives in “Structural Modification” Section of Fig. 3.6). Gao et al. [64]
presented a hexapod locomotive robot by stringing up 3 skew tetrahedral BSUs as
each limb and connecting 6 3stBSUs serially. Three potential gaits patterns are also
simulated for the robot: squatting/rising, squirming and slithering.
The analogical closed-loop(s) mechanism construction and self-deployable kine-
matic characteristics are also investigated using cubic BSUs. Many algorithmic and
programmable approaches have considered how to fold a linear chain of cubes and
achieve any polycube shape [52] [53]. The work demonstrated here is different because
our approach lays out hinge orientation on 2D, folds cubic BSU strings into closed
loop(s) to construct kinematic mechanisms. Starting from a single cubic BSU, one can
join n identical BSUs in a closed loop while alternating successive hinge orientations
with a degree of perpendicularity. By satisfying the plane-symmetric and trihedral
linkage conditions [63], it gives construction of serial cubic mechanisms that reveal
the same self-deployable properties (Case n=3 are show in Fig. 3.7 (i,j) and case n=4
are show in Fig. 3.7 (k,l)). In Fig. 3.7(m), the mechanism consisting of 3 cuboidal
BSUs (cuboidal edges are in the ratio of 3 : 2 : 1) is able to deploy (see Fig. 3.7 (n))
into the triangle-like configuration in Fig. 3.7(o). The same self-deployable perfor-
mance is exploited using the prismatic and pyramidal BSU rings shown in Fig. 3.7
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Figure 3.7. Prototypical Kinetogamic derivatives from 4 BSUs: (a)-
(h) constructs using tetrahedral BSUs. (i)-(o) constructs using cubic
/ cuboidal BSUs. (p)-(q) constructs using prismatic BSUs.(r)-(s) con-
structs using pyramidal BSUs.
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(p,q) and Fig. 3.7 (r,s). Therefore, we show the proof of concept of our prototypical
experiments and we then detail the kinematic analysis of each polyhedral mechanism
in our subsequent work.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we mainly discuss how to cyclically arrange the aforementioned
crease-cut-attachment pattern of each BSU and design the layout planning on a single
sheet of material. In particular, we first linearly extend a single BSU unfolded pattern
along a long strip of sheet and sequentially fold each pattern up into a string. Then
the string is threaded throughout an Eulerian cycle, wherein a generalized algorithm
of finding the cycle and its proof are given in Section 3.1.1. Finally, we attach all the
compound joints together while closing each individual loop of the final construct.
After achieving the fundamental objectives of fabrication, folding and flattening, we
further present an improved zigzag folding process to optimize the overall pattern
size within a compact rectangular envelope. By following this approach, the substrate
thickness is increased and structural characteristics such as stiffness and load carrying
capacities are thereby enhanced on the surface. Two case studies using the skew
tetrahedral BSU and the cubic BSU are demonstrated along with the discussions. In
the last Section, we discuss our folding strategies on how to ensure that no intersection
of BSUs occurs during the continuous folding motion.
The Kinetogami folding scheme encompasses foldable and reconfigurable modules
that can be combinatorially and hierarchically connected. In this chapter, we also
discuss the construction strategies and prototypical results of building BSUs into dif-
ferent polyhedral structures and mechanisms. Each derived structure and mechanism
can be considered as a new basis to repetitively or cumulatively achieve more compli-
cated ones, while at each generation the construct is capable of reconfiguring among
multiple configurations and folding states. It will be interesting to investigate the po-
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tential functionality of these mechanism and assign appropriate lightweight material
at surfaces and hinges.
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4. GEOMETRIC AND KINEMATIC INTERPRETATION OF
RECONFIGURATION USING TETRAHEDRAL BSU
The advantages of reconfiguration in “Kinetogami” are twofold and highly coupled.
It is based on both the ease of fabricating in 2-D followed by folding to 3-D, and the
highly efficient reconfiguration between mechanisms and structures, that provides the
affordances for changing behaviors, such as load carrying capacities or locomotion
capacities. Locking the global or the local zones provides both mobility and rigidity
of 3D mechanisms in scalable engineering systems. Folding mechanisms are used
initially with cutting and gluing to form the baseline topology of the device, and
unfolding and ungluing can be used during operation of the device to change the
baseline topology.
In this chapter Section 5.1, specially using isosceles tetrahedral BSU, we first
develop the mathematical representation that maps mechanism’s self-deploying capa-
bility into the 2D crease pattern design. Following this, via investigating a measurable
geometric parameters in the early synthesis stage, one can predict if a ring with even
number of BSUs can perform the continuous rotation. Section 5.2.1 introduces the
Φ− T transformation system to generate single-loop closure equation. Furthermore,
the system coefficient matrices and topological graph are derived for a hexagram-like
mechanism. The mobility of single- and multi-closed-loop mechanism are also studied
in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3.
4.1 The Geometric Synthesis of Reconfigurability
It is a difficult task to describe and predict the possible variation of configura-
tion states (Ω) during the folding operation on flat sheets. Continuous, restricted
and prohibitive rotations were observed within Kaleidocycle structures. We therefore
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propose a predictor of reconfigurability by concentrating on spatial perception and
engineering-domain knowledge. The reconfigurability here is defined as the ability of
a BSU ring to perform the “full body” rotation. Thus, one can design a desired mo-
tion of morphing structures and reconfigurable mechanisms using measurable design
parameters.
Figure 4.1. Geometric parameters for determining variation of con-
figuration states.
The synthesis rules are processes developed by evaluating the vertex angle of each
side of an isosceles tetrahedral BSU. For a tetrahedral BSU ring, each tetrahedral unit
is interpreted as a common normal of its two skew perpendicular joint axes, called a
“rotating rod” represented as the dashed red line segment EF in Fig. 4.1).
This predictor of reconfigurability, θ, is an intrinsic and measurable characteristic
parameterized in the flat pattern with 4 identical isosceles triangles, as shown in
Fig. 2.3 (a). It can be defined if a single closed BSU ring is able to rotate continuously,
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with a limited range or become a rigid structural body by the following reasoning:




) be x, and equal side length (AC, AD, BC, BD)
be y, therefore θ = 2 arcsin (x/y). Identification of θ arises by solving equations in
two particular cases shown below, while increasing the vertex angle θ from zero:
• if the angle Φ = ∠(AB,ACD) remains larger than the threshold value 360◦/2n
(see Equation (4.1)), where n is the number of isosceles tetrahedral BSUs in
the ring, then the single ring is capable of performing a full body rotation.
This arises because the mechanism can pass through its singular configurations









item Afterward the ring performs a to-and-fro motion (no “full body” rotation)
until the dihedral angle Ψ = ∠(ABC,ACD) rises to 360◦/2n. A rigid-body
state is achieved right at the threshold value being satisfied (see Equation (4.2)).
It’s because when the ring is folded, all internal tetrahedral surfaces meet and










These two equations lead to two threshold values for the predictor. For instance,
the boundaries of the vertex angle in a chain of 3 isosceles tetrahedral BSUs are 53.13◦
and 70.53◦ for identifying and predicting a fully reconfigurable, limited reconfigurable
or rigid body states (See Fig. 4.2 (a)). Extremal reachable values of θ allow us to define
the range of 3 reconfigurable states, which are summarized as below in Equations
(4.3), (4.4) & (4.5), and lead to the corresponding plot in Fig. 4.3.
Rigid Body State:










Figure 4.2. Prototypical demonstration of fully, limited reconfig-
urable and rigid-body state: single ring (a) with 3 isosceles tetrahe-























The plot shows a monotonically increasing region of the general reconfigurable
state. Naturally, the final specification of the predictor θ depends on the choices of n.
With the increase in the number of isosceles tetrahedral BSUs, one can expect a slow-
growing space of fully-reconfigurable-states, and the rigid-body-state threshold for θ
approaches (but never reaching) 90 degrees. In general, the isosceles tetrahedral BSU
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Figure 4.3. Thresholds of fully, limited reconfigurable and rigid-body state.
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string can not be ringed if one continues to increase θ after reaching the rigid-body-
state threshold. Note that the corresponding dihedral angle Ψ inside our presented
cubic, prismatic and pyramidal units are fixed to be π/2, thus Equation (4.2) indicates
that a closed loop suffices to be formed given that the number of BSUs in the ring n
is greater than 2.
4.2 Mobility Analysis and Discussions
4.2.1 Interpretation using Φ− T transformation system
Figure 4.4. The joint constraint matrix and shape matrix definition
in Φ− T transformation system.
Sheth and Uicker [65] presented a standard geometric terminology, called Φ − T
matrices for the kinematic analysis of spatial closed-loop mechanisms. Consider the
successive links where two Cartesian coordinate frames are attached on the mating
joint element (see Fig. 4.4), the first frame denoted Xi−1, Yi−1, Zi−1 is fixed to link
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i − 1 with Zi−1 along the i th joint axis, while the second frame Ui, Vi, Wi fixed
to link i has Wi lying along the i th joint axis and Ui usually along the i th link’s
length orientation. The relationship between the XY Zi−1 and XY Zi frames can be
formulated using a distinct variable transformation part: the joint constraint matrix
i−1Φi (the i th joint variable θi is the rotation angle about joint axis Zi−1 from Xi−1
to Ui), and a constant transformation part: the shape matrix Ti (relates XY Zi to



























where i−1Φi is the joint constraint matrix and Ti is the shape matrix.
To represent the kinematics of each single closed-loop limb using the Φ−T trans-
formation system, we consider each skew tetrahedral unit as a rigid link (see yellow
line segments in Fig. 4.5). Each link is skew perpendicular to its 2 adjacent hinge
axes highlighted in blue in Fig. 4.5. Hence, the transformation matrices for each of
the six joints can be written as:
i−1Φi =

Cθi −Sθi 0 0
Sθi Cθi 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , where i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. (4.7)
and the transformation matrices for each link can be written as:
T1,3,5 =

0 1 0 L
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
 , T2,4,6 =

1 0 0 L
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 (4.8)
The six shape parameters L are equal in length and the 6 joint variables θi fulfill
the following conditions during the motion:
θ1 = θ3 = θ5 = A, θ2 = θ4 = θ6 = B (4.9)
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Figure 4.5. Φ− T transformation matrices for a skew tetrahedral ring.
By substituting the 4 × 4 transformation matrices into Equation (4.6), one can
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In this Section, we discuss the mobility analysis strategy using the system coeffi-
cient matrix [65] for the aforementioned hexagram-like mechanism. Earlier efforts on
the mobility determination of rigid-body mechanisms goes back to Chebyshev [66],
Grübler [67], and Hunt [68], etc. These fundamental approaches are based on sub-
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tracting the overall constraints from the degree of freedoms of all links, but neglecting
certain special geometric conditions such as perpendicularity and parallelism which
the mechanical system possesses. In every Φ− T transformation system, the number
of independent inputs q is equal to the degree of freedom, m. By using the chain rule,













and q̇j is the time derivative of jth independent input.
By differentiating the loop closure equation with respect to qj, i.e., with respect to




= Qi Φi θ
′
ij (4.12)
the derivative of loop closure equation is derived as follows:
[0A1Q1
1A2 · · · nA1 1A0]θ′1j q̇j+
[0A1
1A2Q2
2A3 · · · nA1 1A0]θ′2j q̇j + · · ·+
[0A1
1A2 · · ·QnnA1 1A0]θ′nj q̇j = 0 (4.13)










2j q̇j + · · ·+Dnθ′nj q̇j = 0 (4.14)
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Since the joint constraint matrix is orthogonal and Q is anti-symmetric, the D matrix
has only 6 independent elements. The compact form of Equation (4.13) can be derived
out as: 
D1(2, 1) · · · Dn(2, 1)
D1(3, 1) · · · Dn(3, 1)
D1(4, 1) · · · Dn(4, 1)
D1(2, 3) · · · Dn(2, 3)
D1(2, 4) · · · Dn(2, 4)




















in which N is called the system coefficient matrix of a mechanical system and the
degree-of-freedom of the system can be obtained as:
m = n− rank(N) (4.16)
By implementing the system coefficient matrix for an individual limb, we attain
its representation in a reduced row echelon form shown as below:
N =

1 0 0 0 0 sinB(cosA+1)
sinA(cosB+1)
0 1 0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0 0 − sinB(cosA+1)(cosA+cosB+cosA cosB−1)
sinA(cosB+1)
0 0 0 1 0 cosA+ cosB + cosA cosB − 1
0 0 0 0 1 sinB(cosA+1)
sinA(cosB+1)
0 0 0 0 0 0

(4.17)
The mobility of each individual limb accordingly is m = 6− 5 = 1.
4.2.3 Multi-loop topological representation and analysis
As for the system coefficient matrix N of a multi-closed-loop mechanical system,
each column corresponds to an individual joint variable and each 6 rows represent an
independent loop. The number of independent loops λ in a mechanism is determined












































Figure 4.6. Topology graph of the hexagram-like mechanism (42
revolute joints and 36 tetrahedral links).
λ = n− l + 1 (4.18)
where n is the number of joints and l is the number of the links. For this hexagram-
like mechanism, λ is 7 given that n = 42, l = 36. We further assemble 7 independent
loops into an overall 42 by 42 system coefficient matrix. 7 independent loops are listed
as below and illustrated in a topology graph shown in Fig. 4.6, where tetrahedral links
are denoted by edges (−) and hinge joints are denoted by circles (◦).
• Loop I: links 1− 2− 3− 4− 5− 6
• Loop II: links 7− 8− 9− 10− 11− 12
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• Loop III: links 13− 14− 15− 16− 17− 18
• Loop IV: links 19− 20− 21− 22− 23− 24
• Loop V: links 25− 26− 27− 28− 29− 30
• Loop VI: links 31− 32− 33− 34− 35− 36
• Loop VII: links 2− 1− 8− 7− 14− 13− 20− 19− 26− 25− 32− 31
The numerical results of the rank analysis indicates that the mobility of the mech-
anism m = 42−35 = 7 for any general configuration, while the instantaneous mobility
could vary in special geometric conditions and different singular configurations.
4.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, our first objective was to study how geometric properties on the
crease pattern affect the kinematic performance of a folded tetrahedral BSU ring. To
this end, we proposed the predictor of reconfigurability, a measurable design parame-
ter on 2D for determining whether the ring can perform full rotation or become a rigid
structure. We mathematically derived two critical threshold values for the proposed
angle parameter and classified regions of the general reconfigurable states. Next, tak-
ing the hexagram-like mechanism as an example, we used the Φ− T transformation
system and obtain the loop closure equation for a single tetrahedral ring. Further
analysis of mobility boundary was also conducted for both single- and multi-loop con-
struction scenarios. With upcoming applications in designing foldable structures, the
understanding of possible variation of kinematic configurations and the corresponding
geometric features on the flat is a challenging goal to achieve. We believe that this
chapter offers an appropriate geometric and kinematic interpretation to overcome this
challenge in the context of our Kinetogami folding scheme.
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5. MECHANICAL APPLICATIONS DERIVED FROM KINETOGAMI
In this Chapter, we initiate the re-fabrication of the crease pattern in Section 6.1 us-
ing additive manufacturing technology. As a demonstration artifact, a multi-material
sheet is 3D printed with elastomeric flexure hinges connecting the rigid plastic facets.
We further envision that many alternative material constructions and functional elec-
trical networks can be achieved in a single build. The main goal of Section 5.2 is to
demonstrate a locomotive robotic application inspired by Kinetogami. To this end,
we present “HexaMorph”, a novel starfish-like hexapod robot designed for modular-
ity, foldability and reconfigurability. The proposed hexapod robot is fabricated using
single sheets of cardboard. The electronic and battery components for actuation are
allowed to be preassembled on the flattened crease-cut pattern and enclosed inside
when the tetrahedral BSU are folded. The design and folding paradigm provides a
novel approach for building reconfigurable robots using a range of lightweight foldable
sheets.
5.1 Material Selection for Substrate and Hinge
The design theories and fabrication concepts of Kinetogami have been proved
on the paper substrate. Besides paper, a wide variety of non-wovens open up the
possibilities for exploring the substrate selection and surface properties (wettability,
creasability (wrinkle-resistance), adhesive properties, and stiffness) for a variety of
future applications. Considering Kinetogami’s application in an engineering context,
we further explores an alternative substrate which contains anisotropic material prop-
erties such as stiffness in planes and high flexural characteristics about hinges.
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5.1.1 Applying multi-material additive manufacturing
As the rapid prototyping technique via building 3D objects layer upon layer,
additive manufacturing, namely, 3D printing, has extensively impact the traditional
manufacturing tools, assembly processes and supply chains and thereby new materials
and products emerge. It is envisioned that 3D printing will provide a powerful tool
to analyze the synergetic role of material properties of the constituents materials,
combined with geometry, hierarchy and size scales on the different characteristics
[38,69]. Heterogeneous material printed substrate with various mechanical properties,
such as stiffness and overall energy dissipation capacity, have been proposed recently
(OpenFab [70] and Digital anisotropy [71]).
Figure 5.1. (a) 3D Printed multi-material sheet. (b) compactly flat-
folded configuration. (c) folded into 6 tetrahedral BSUs in a ring. (d)
morphed among configurations. (e) flexure hinge.
On the other hand, flexure joints [72] have been frequently applied in engineer-
ing such as self-folding morphing mechanisms [6, 73–75] and robotic origami [76, 77].
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Fig. 5.1 (a) shows the printed multi-material sheets where flexural hinges merge
with rigid polypropylene facets as produced particularly by Objet Connex 350
TM
.
The net build size is 320mm × 108mm × 1.5mm and it can be folded fully into a
52mm × 108mm × 9mm package (See Fig. 5.1 (b)) without cracking and springing.
Deploying the crease pattern and refolding it along with the predesigned snap-fits
give one a rotating tetrahedral BSU ring in Fig. 5.1 (c) and (d). Compared to flat
contact between the plates and the hinge, the interconnecting cross section shown in
Fig. 5.1 (e) resolves fatigue cracking and provides more flexibility in the elastomeric
joints.
5.1.2 Vision of integration of substrate-hinge-electrical network
Substrate solutions. In this thesis, we further envision that the integration
of basic substrate, hinge and functional electrical networks for actuation and motion
control, will be accomplished by simultaneous fabrication of mechanical and electrical
components within a quasi-2D substrate. Substrates (2.5 D) can be manufactured
using ink jet printing or cut from sheet materials using laser cutting. Directly print-
ing conductors on our substrate constructions is possible using existing techniques
with adaptations. Conductors will be directly printed on the substrate by screen
printing, ink-jet printing, or selective wetting of pre-patterned surfaces (patterned by
composition or texture via lithography, sputtering, and/or vapor deposition).
Hinge solutions. The main challenge associated with printed electrical networks
(power circuits and sensors) includes that compliance/stretchability at the joints in
order to enable folding and compound folds. Beside the flexure joints co-printed with
the rigid facets using additive manufacturing techniques, various material combina-
tions of fibrous substrates, fabrics and elastomers are envisioned to build the substrate
and flexure joints. Such combinations are classified into 1) naturally bonding mate-
rials (such as silicone-based glass fibers and elastomers), 2) mechanically bonding
materials (fabrics and elastomers), and 3) adhesively bonded materials (using chem-
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Figure 5.2. Different substrate-hinge fabrication: (a) carbon fiber
composites. (b) tile/elastomer assembly. (c) tile/fabric assembly. (d)
multi-material 3D printed. (e) interlock assembly. (Figures (a) and
(b) provided by Professor Rebecca Kramer).
ical or textural modification to surfaces). Fig. 5.2 shows different existing substrate
fabrications and embedded hinging processes. In Fig. 5.2 (a), the carbon fiber com-
posite material forms the basic flexible substrate, wherein both sides of the material
are selectively hardened. Fig. 5.2 (b) shows a two-tile (fiberglass) system that is folded
with a planar shape memory alloy actuator [77]. Fig. 5.2 (c) illustrates an alternative
system where the central fabric layer functions as the flexural joint and rigid plates
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attach on both sides. Multi-material printing technology allows us to integrate rigid
facets with interconnecting flexible joints show in Fig. 5.2 (d). Finally, Fig. 5.2 (e)
shows the folding can also be achieved by geometrically designing the interlocking
patterns on the flat. Besides, existing materials may undergo bulk modifications to
enable compatibility. For example, mixing glass micro/nano-particles into 3D printer
resin will be directed towards enabling bonding between silicone-enhanced 3D-printed
parts and silicone-based elastomer.
Electrical network solutions. For this proposed system, ideal actuators need
be planar, reversible, and embedded within the substrate/electronics base layer. Low-
risk options need to be explored include patterned and annealed 2D shape memory
alloy sheet or spring actuators for linear and rotary actuation [76] and pneumatic
actuation [78]. Reversible folding using local and global triggers such heat, light, and
solvents [79]. Heat-responsive shape memory polymer can be integrated with small
heaters to perform bending functions. Larger systems, on the other hand, need to be
designed to include practical actuators relative the scale, such as micro-motors.
5.2 HexaMorph: A Reconfigurable and Foldable Hexapod Robot In-
spired by Kinetogami
5.2.1 Comparison of HexaMorph and existing modular robotic systems
Recent literature shows that engineers and scientists have used principles of folding
for the robotic designs using programmable material [76] and displaying self-assembly
capacities [5] and locomotive gaits [80]. The robot with foldable skeletons can be
eased out of flat sheets of material so that it is lightweight and inexpensive, enabling
batch fabrication and economies of scale. On the other hand, the advances in self-
reconfigurable robots have drawn attention for assisting production manipulation
[81] and planetary exploration [82]. A high degree of redundancy, modularity and
complexity in functionality are encapsulated in many self-morphing robotic systems,
for instance, M-TRAN [83], ATRON [84] and Miche [56].
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Figure 5.3. A foldable and reconfigurable starfish-like robot, “Hex-
aMorph”. (a) standing configuration. (b) ”huddled” towards the
center. (c) fully-deployed configuration.
In this Section, we present a Kinetogami-inspired robotic application on the afore-
mentioned hexagram-like mechanism, called “HexaMorph” shown in Fig. 5.3. It re-
sembles the Leptasterias hexactis, known as a six-rayed starfish in the family of As-
teroidea. In contrast with the conventional mechanical prototyping with rigid rods,
joints and electric components, the construct of the robot has advantages over the
existing self-reconfigurable robots for the following reasons:
i) In geometry, unlike most modular robotic systems with tree or open-chain archi-
tecture, there is no central body-platform in HexaMorph and each limb is inter-
connected within a closed-loop form. This special structure enables the robot to
continuously flip inside out, exhibiting the self-deploying and space-filling char-
acteristics.
ii) The robot transforms its body among different configurations via actuating ser-
vos at different positions, rather than successively detaching and reconnecting
modules from one another.
iii) For manufacturability, our design methodology enables fabrication and assembly
in 2D, folding and reconfiguring in 3D.
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5.2.2 Substrate and electronics design
3mm-thick corrugated cardboards are used as the substrate surfaces for the robot.
Each limb in its compact volume is 15in× 13in× 4in. The robot’s net weigh is 0.765
kg with only the cardboard tetrahedral modules, and overall 2.72 kg including all the
functional components. After creating the folds, cuts and snap-fits on 2D aforemen-
tioned stBSU pattern, we lay down and preassemble the electronic components on
the flat.
Figure 5.4. Electronics layout on a single skew tetrahedral BSU pattern.
Fig. 5.4 shows the electronics layout on a single skew tetrahedral BSU pattern.
Our electronics design for HexaMorph comprises four major components: the PC for
motion planning and running GUI, 1 Arduino Nano for motion control, 1 Bluetooth
module for wireless communication between PC and Arduino, and 12 robot servos




Figure 5.5. (a) Overall 2D pattern with all the electronic components.
(b) system pipeline and wireless control strategy.
Fig. 5.5 (a) further shows an overall flattened strip containing 18 periodic stBSU
patterns and electronic components on the pattern. The first row shown in Fig. 5.5
(a) indicates the 2D pattern of the stBSU string that travels the inner loop VII shown
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in Fig. 3.2. Folding the patterns in the second and third rows together constructs the
rest of stBSU string in the Eulerian cycle.
We place 12 HerkuleX DRS-0101 robot servos at each hinge joint inside the inner
loop, shown in Fig. 5.5 (b). Six servos labeled “A” are inside each limb and the
remaining six labeled “B” sit between 2 adjacent limbs. The resulting redundant ac-
tuation is needed to assist the robot passing through the singular configurations and
balancing the torque due to the symmetry in structure. To assist in planning the asso-
ciated complex joint motions, CATIA simulation is used to design the reconfiguration
and generate joint angles. The Arduino Nano processes all the motion sequences sent
from the PC and distributes into 12 servos. When considering the modularity of each
single loop, 2 adjacent servos coupled inside each tetrahedral BSU are powered with
1 Tenergy Li-Po battery (7.4v, 900mAh). Twelve daisy-chained robot servos together
process different motion planning synchronously. Therefore, by closing each BSU and
each individual loop up, we complete the fabrication and assembly for the hexapod
robot.
5.2.3 Reconfiguration design and motion control
Biologically-inspired robotics [85] and biorobotics design [86] involve endeavors of
adopting the understanding of animal behaviors and embedding resemblant flexibility
in robots. In this section, we propose 2 reconfiguration patterns for the hexapod
tetrahedral robot: self-deploying and locomotive squirming.
Self-deploying: Nature employs efficient, elegant patterns and strategies of de-
ploying, for instance, the petals of morning glory flower unfold from the bud and
curl up back. As discussed in Section 2, both the individual single-closed-loop limbs
and the multi-closed-loop robot are capable of self-deploying continuously from inside
out since the mechanisms satisfy plane symmetric and trihedral linkage conditions.
Twelve servos are synchronously operated to employ this motion. Starting from a
standing posture shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), the hexapod robot deploys its initial configu-
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Figure 5.6. Sequences of self-deploying motion. (a)-(b) moves from
initial standing configuration to the fully-deployed configuration. (c)-
(d) closes up to a smaller envelope volume.
ration internally through the fully-deployed configuration on the ground (see Fig. 5.6
(b)), then towards the final “bristled” configuration (see Fig. 5.6(d)). This particu-
lar type of reconfiguration allows the robot to transform from a functioning stance
containing stretched limbs to a storage or packaging stance with compact envelope
volume. The deploying motion takes 3 seconds and can be operated on the flooring
of multiple materials such as tile, wood, bamboo and plastic.
Squirming: The second reconfiguration designed for the robot is locomotive.
We decompose the hexapods into one forelimb, four middle limbs and one hindlimb
towards any orientation around the body. A squirming sequence comprised of 2 steps
is shown in Fig. 5.7. After fully deploying its “huddled” body on the ground (see
Fig. 5.7 (a-c)), the special geometry reduces its mobility to 3 and six servos between
2 adjacent limbs start driving the robot to squirm forward and balance the toque.
The robot first moves the forelimb forward while anchoring the hindlimb, shown in
Fig. 5.7 (d). The whole skeleton is stretched along the squirming direction. The robot
then pulls the hindlimb to slide forward while anchoring the forelimb (see Fig. 5.7
(e)), so that the skeleton contracts back to the original configuration. The overall
motion proceeds like a squirming inchworm.
A one-way friction solution was applied to ensure that the moving and anchoring
can happen simultaneously along the same direction. We use One-way GlideTMwhere
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Figure 5.7. Sequences of locomotive squirming motion. (a-c) opens its
body till all limbs are stretched. (c-d) drives one limb while anchoring
another one in order to squirm.
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Figure 5.8. (a) The displacement of the robot front tip “A”. (b) the
velocity of the robot front tip “A”.
the tilted inner fibers allows the surface to slide in one direction only and resist sliding
back. Fig. 5.8 (a,b) shows the displacement and velocity of the front tip of the robot
(illustrated as point “A” ) over time. The displacement during each advance stroke
is measured to be 200mm followed by 40 % backward-slip motion due to the friction.
The maximum velocity of the robot is 240mm/s. Whenever the robot reaches the
initial regular hexagram-like configuration, it is capable of converting the squirming
direction by rearranging the functions of each limbs.
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5.2.4 Simulation results of other locomotive gaits
Besides the self-deploying and locomotive squirming motion, we propose herein
3 other potential modes of motion, or gait patterns using the simulation results:
squatting/rising, inchworming and slithering. The kinematic simulation is developed
using CATIATMDMU package. In the following paragraphs we specify the motion
planning for each gait:
Squatting and Rising: A well-known tripod periodic pattern [87, 88] is imple-
mented in order to generate an alternating squatting-and-rising motion for the robot.
We assign the identical limited range of flipping to the periodic limbs and then shift
to the other three. The robot thereby performs a continuous rising and squatting
motion while maintaining the contact on ground. The weight of the robot is simply
shifted alternately from one tripod to the other. Choreographed motion tracking is
shown in Fig. 5.9 (a, b, c) below.
Figure 5.9. Squatting and rising gait proposed for HexaMorph. (a)
three alternative limbs flip while the other three stretch. (b) six limbs
reach the same configuration to lower the robot height. (c) previous
flipped and stretched limbs alternate with each other and lift the robot
height.
Inchworming: The energy consumption of biped or multiped walking motion
is high and it requires complicated motion planning and actuation sequences. Inch-
worming, or shuffling, on the other hand, gives rise to many potential mechanical
advantages of locomotion generation. We decompose the robot skeleton into two
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forelimbs, two middle limbs and two hindlimbs towards any orientation around the
body. The proposed inchworming gait comprises 2 steps shown in Fig. 5.10, wherein
the red arrows represent the direction that limbs are about to move: (1) moving two
hindlimbs forward while anchoring the forelimbs, so that the robot skeleton contracts
along the sliding (shuffling) direction (Fig. 5.10 (a)). (2) pulling two forelimbs to
slide forward while anchoring the hindlimbs, therefore the robot stretches its body
backwardly (Fig. 5.10 (b)). The overall tetrapod motion proceeds like a body-lifted
inchworm and the middle limbs are lifted above the ground all the time. Whenever
the robot reaches a configuration (Fig. 5.10 (c)) in between two stretched positions, it
is capable of converting the moving direction by rearranging the function of each limb
(Fig. 5.10 (d)), similar to the squirming motion presented in the last section. Note
that the one-way friction stripes are attached to the front and hind limbs to ensure
the moving and anchoring occurs at the same time. This one-way friction strategy
can be modified when decreasing the material weight of the robot.
Figure 5.10. Inchworming gait proposed for HexaMorph. (a) driv-
ing hindlimbs forward while anchoring the forelimbs (robot body con-
tracted). (b) moving forelimbs forward while anchoring the hindlimbs
(robot body stretched). (c)-(d) converting the motion direction by re-
arranging the function of each limb.
Slithering: To demonstrate the reconfigurable and gait-changing capabilities of
HexaMorph for accomplishing tasks under different environments, we present another
locomotion: slithering like a snake. A zigzag pattern of the robot is designed as its
initial configuration. By creating an alternating linear motion (red arrows in Fig. 5.11)
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Figure 5.11. Slithering gait proposed for HexaMorph. (a) driving
the right middle limb to linearly slide forward. (b) alternating the
left middle limb to slide forward.
between two middle limbs, the body of the robot follows a twisted wiggling movement
that mimics the snake-turning.
We further envision that HexaMorph is capable of adjusting its body frequently
in an adaptive manner to provide a wide range of gaits: laying down on the ground
then deploying itself up, adjusting its height through rising and squatting, squirming
multi-directionally in a wide open place and finally slithering through a narrow space.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
The main objective of this chapter is to discuss the different material selection
for the substrate and hinges, and the mechanical applications derived from Kine-
togami. The multi-material printing technology allows us to integrate rigid facets
with interconnecting flexible joints as an alternative material construction that can
be folded. In the first section, we also present our vision of an integrative manufac-
turing paradigm that embeds the sheet-based multi-material construction with the
folding and actuation functionality.
In the second section, we present HexaMorph, a novel hexapod robot design in-
spired by Kinetogami. The capability of our folding scheme enables a variety of me-
chanical and robotic designs by simply assembling substrate pattern and functional
components on 2D, and folding and reconfiguration in 3D. We discuss the electrical
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design and actuation strategies for the robot, and propose two unique reconfiguration
motions: self-deploying and locomotive squirming on the physical prototype.
Our future work will further explore lightweight materials with improved mechan-
ical properties at substrates and hinges, and improve the one-way friction strategy
to provide stronger resisting force and avoid backward slippage. In addition, a thor-
ough understanding of singularity of the robot is needed for an optimal selection of
the number of inputs. Due to HexaMorph’s capability of performing reconfiguration,
we will implement the proposed simulated gaits and investigate the reconfiguration
planning for the potential applications of deployment, search, and reconnaissance.
To this end, we complete the design and fabrication pipeline of Kinetogami. To
further understand the embedded form-and-function prototyping, we found our Kine-
togami work is limited because we are only considering the shape of polyhedral prim-
itives themselves made by cutting and folding. In the next phase, we introduce 3D
printing in our Kinetogami framework to enhance the shape complexity using cuboidal
BSUs.
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6. REVOMAKER: ENABLING FUNCTIONALLY-EMBEDDED PROTOTYPING
USING MULTI-DIRECTIONAL 3D PRINTING
In recent years, 3D printing has gained significant attention from the maker commu-
nity, academia, and industry. This is in part due to its flexibility in creating complex
geometric shapes, in using multiple materials, and partly due to the emergence of DIY
printers that enable low-cost prototyping to support iterative design. Current unidi-
rectional extrusion systems require printing sacrificial material to support printed fea-
tures such as overhangs. Further, integrating functions such as sensing and actuation
into these parts requires additional steps and processes to create “functional enclo-
sures”, since design functionality cannot be easily embedded into prototype printing.
All of these factors result in relatively high design iteration times.
In order to create complex geometries such as overhangs and undercuts, current
additive manufacturing systems need to provide means to support the printed fea-
tures of subsequent layers. In the material extrusion process, this is typically done
by printing fine scaffold structures from the build material (See Fig. 6.1 (a)). Such
sacrificial support structures require additional material and consume a large portion
of the printing time. Post-processing operations, thereby, are necessitated for sepa-
rating the printed objects with built-in support. The methods and ease of removal
of support structure varies by extrusion methods and build materials, including lye
bathing for the soluble support, and mechanical cutting and peeling away for the
non-soluble support.
In addition, current plastics-based 3D printing is more suitable for fabricating the
decorative models, design concept prototypes and customized products. Traditional
design tools and fabrication methods implicitly prevent designers from encapsulating
full functionalities in the early design concept prototyping stage. Therefore, design-












Figure 6.1. For instance, in order to print a sphere, traditional ma-
terial extrusion process (a) generates sacrificial material to support
printed overhanging features, and (b) has limited printing space if
one intends to print around an enclosure.
to conventional manufacturing, and iteratively create additional functionalities. Cur-
rently, by leveraging the ability to directly embed components during printed parts,
many researchers have explored combining additive manufacturing and Direct Write
(DW) technologies. Specific applications include signal routing [89], 3D antennae [90],
conformal electronics [91], discrete electronics [92], strain gauge sensors [93], force sen-
sors [94], magnetic sensors [95], and batteries [96, 97]. While embedding of a diverse
collection of foreign elements, circuits, and sensors has been demonstrated for multi-
ple AM processes, there remains significant need for computer-aided design tools to
support modeling of these heterogeneous assemblies and their multi-functionality.
In this section, we present an alternative 3D printing process that can combine
functional design along with the shape creation by embedding components during 3D
printing. With traditional printing, placing such enclosures on the print bed will not
allow layer-wise fabrication since the printhead intersects with the enclosure and any
geometry beneath is infeasible to print (See Fig. 6.1 (b)).
In this Chapter, we demonstrate a multi-directional 3D printing process that is
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Figure 6.2. (a)-(d) revolving a cuboidal base about the out-of-plane
central axis and printing four partitioned geometries around the base.
A pair of handles are added to the opposite facets, allowing the cuboid
to be gripped for the next run of rotation. (e)-(g), revolving the cuboid
about the in-plane central axis and printing the rest two partitioned
geometries. (h), snapping off two extra handles when the print is
completed.
genre of custom products with higher levels of functionality. The key idea is to enclose
functional components inside a laser-cut cuboidal enclosure, which is also a printing
base inscribed within a desired shape. By revolving the cuboid shown in Fig. 6.2, we
print partitioned geometries on and around each facet. In RevoMaker, the cuboidal
base (a) encapsulate advanced functionality the user does not need to have detailed
knowledge of, (b) saves time and print material for 3D printing by using laser cut-
ting, (c) doubles up as a platform for 3D printing, and (d) also structurally adheres
to the 3D printed material. Our system affords a high manufacturing precision by (a)
seamlessly printing exterior skin geometries in a single build (no gap between parti-
tions), (b) enabling directly side-surface functionalities that also interact with housed
modules in a compact volume, and (c) ensuring a strong bond within overlapping par-
titions since the print material fuses with itself. Thus we enlarge the design space of
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3D printing to go beyond simple parts using the volume within the 3D printed shape
itself to embed functionality. Different use cases that demonstrate the feasibility are
discussed later in this paper.
In general, our design goals for RevoMaker are:
• Less use of build material
• Significant reduction of support consumption
• Reduced need of post-processing operation
• Embedding of functional components
The work of RevoMaker consists of two parts: 1) the optimization algorithmic
design to reduce build and support material consumption, and 2) the mechanical
implementation and machine design. The first part presented in Sections 6.2.1 ∼
6.2.3 was achieved in collaboration with my colleague, Yunbo Zhang. Currently our
approach is more suitable for the object shapes that approximate the cuboid, and
requires combining laser cutting process and manual user involvement.
6.1 Related Work
6.1.1 Hollowing and optimizing support generation
Previous research studies have been dedicated to reduce both the printing volume
and support generation. A natural way to reduce printing volume is to hollow the
model based on physical-geometric optimization [98]. Another research intended to
improve the structural integrity by generating honeycomb-cells inside model [99].
However, none of these existing methods generate an interior space that is well-
structured and fully used for functional enclosures. On the other hand, methods were
proposed to reduce support materials by optimizing the model orientation for printing
[100, 101], and optimizing support scaffolding structures that consume less material
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[102–105]. Due to the unidirectional printing process, the reduction of support in
general is quite limited and can hardly be post-processing free.
6.1.2 Multi-axis manufacturing
In the areas of additive manufacturing and process design, Song [106] and Pan et
al. [107] developed a 6-DoF Steward mechanism to continuously print conformal fea-
ture, such as textures or patterns, on curved and irregular surfaces. This CNC-based
accumulative process enables continuous fabrication with different size, shape resolu-
tion requirements. Traditional multi-axis fabrication solutions might also reduce the
need for support by tilting the nozzle or object.
Recently, by combing the geometric accuracy of 5-axis CNC milling and the layer
principles of additive Solid-Freeform-Fabrication (SFF)technique, researchers have
developed a superior manufacturing process, called Shape Deposition Manufacturing
(SDM) [108]. The method allows the manufacturing of fully-functional parts with con-
formal embedded electronics and with multi-material properties. The multi-material
structure is generated by depositing subsequent compacts of different materials. How-
ever, such expensive and complex multi-axis systems have higher overheads such as:
• the demanding control strategies for motion synchronization
• the complexity of path-processing planning and mechanical calibration
• the difficulty of adhering print material onto largely slanted or bottom surface
due to the effect of gravity
In our approach, by adding 1 DOF to a cuboid and using printer’s own X-, Y- and
Z-step precision, we (a) add much greater functionality and capability to the resulting
low-cost process and product and (b) utilize gravity to allow the print material to
firmly adhere to horizontal surface.
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6.1.3 Fast fabrication of 3D objects
By introducing intermediate low-fidelity fabrication into traditional slow but hi-
fidelity printing process, Mueller et al. and Beyer et al. proposed a variety of al-
ternative fabrication methods, such as printing wireframe mesh of a object [109],
substituting sub-volumes of a model with standard Lego building blocks [110] and
laser-cut parts [111]. These different approaches effectively reduced the printing time
while preserving the shape of a model. Besides, Hansen et al. [112] achieved a parallel
printing process via microvascular multi-nozzle Arrays.
6.1.4 Printing with functional effect
A fundamental advantage of the layer-by-layer fabrication approach found in 3D
printing is the ability to access the entire volume of the workpiece throughout the
build process [113]. This allows for the direct fabrication of functional products and
assemblies within the additive manufacturing machine. Prevost et al. [114] proposed
an approach to generate models which can stand alone by deforming the initial inputs.
Umetani and Schmidt [115] optimized the orientation of a model for 3D printing to
increase mechanical strength and structural soundness. Other interesting works in-
volve printing kinematic mechanisms [116,117], working prototypes [118], articulated
models [119,120], prosthetics [121–123].
6.2 How RevoMaker Works
In placing the cuboidal base within a desired shape, a key challenge is related to
how to pose the objective function so the number of possibilities of cuboidal orien-
tations and printing sequences are balanced to reduce the support generation as well
as the use of print material. Furthermore, when printing one facet after the other,
the print nozzle should not intersect with the material already printed, and merge
the new partitioned shape well with the old. In this Section, we first discuss how we
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formalize these objectives across many geometric shapes, and then followed by our
mechanical implementation of RevoMaker.
6.2.1 Objective function
Given an input triangular mesh model M = (V , E ,F), we introduce Cuboidiza-
tion, an algorithm that generates an interior cuboid C, where all six facets Cif
(i ∈ (1, 2, ...6)) of the cuboid partition M into six outward regions M ips. Recent
research effort such as orthogonal slicing [124] and approximate pyramidal decom-
position [125] introduce different partitioning strategies on the overall shape of an
object to improve fabrication accuracy and for minimal number of pyramidal parts.
In contrast, the main goals of Cuboidization are two folds: (1) create the cuboid with
as large volume as possible to save print materials and (2) six outward regions M ip
add up to as little overhangs as possible to save support material. Considering the
time consumption and effort on post-processing, in our work, the reduction of sup-
port material generation takes priority over augmenting the cuboid volume. Hence,








p) = 0, (6.1)
where Fvol measures the volume of C and Foverhang evaluates the overhanging
feature ofM ip. Leveraging Fvol and Foverhang is not a trivial task since Foverhang depends
on C but it can be only evaluated after the region partition is done. Therefore, it is not
feasible to analytically solve Equation (6.1) using nonlinear optimization approaches.
In our work, an overhang-aware multi-loop optimization framework shown in Al-
gorithm 1 is proposed to resolve this problem. The outer loop uses a Particle Filtering
based sampling algorithm to generate a set of principal axes for the cuboid (also called
cuboidal orientation), see Section “Initial orientation sampling”. Inside the inner loop,
by inputting three orthogonal vectors u, v and w as the principal axes for the cuboid,
we generate and compute the size of the largest cuboid inscribed (Section “Cuboid
generation”). After obtaining the cuboids over all orientations, we compare their
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Table 6.1. Algorithm of cuboid generation.
Algorithm 2: Multi-loop Cuboidization
Input: M is input model, l is the maximum level of Particle Filtering;
Output: C is the cuboid that partitions M , and S is the printing sequence;




while currentLevel < l do
foreach orientation Oi ∈ newOrientationSet do
C ← GenerateCuboid(M,Oi);
(C.V, C.Aoverhang, C.S) = EvaluateCuboid(M,C);
currentCuboidSet += C;
newOrientationSet = OrientationResamping();
currentLevel ← currentLevel +1;
return BestRanked(currentCuboidSet);
Function (V,Aoverhang, S) = EvaluateCuboid(M , C)
V ← CalculateVolume(C);
Aoverhang ← +∞;
foreach Stemp ∈ All Printing Sequence for C do
Atemp ← CalculateOverhangingArea(M,C, Stemp;




volume, overhanging features, and retain B top-ranked candidates with least support
consumption for user to select the final print. How different printing sequence would
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affect the resultant partitioning as well as support avoidance is discussed in the Sec-
tion “Optimization of printing sequence”. Currently, our Cuboidization algorithm is
more suitable for processing shapes with topological genus of 0, and preferably those
that approximate the cuboid. Models with high genus (rings, knots, etc.), long and
curved protruding features, or massive small curvy features, limit our approach to
provide less support structures, see Fig. 6.3.
a b 
Figure 6.3. (a) Inapplicable cases where overhanging features can not
be largely reduced. For instance, (a) a 3D shape with high topological
genus such as a ring of genus one, or (b) with long and branched
protruding features such as a tree.
6.2.2 Overhang-aware Cuboidization framework
Initial orientation sampling. In order to find an optimized interior cuboid for
each model, we first consider sampling a set of cuboidal orientation using a particle
filtering based approach. As each orientation matrix Oi consists of three unit orthog-
onal vectors ui, vi and wi as column vectors, the sampling is performed for the three
components one after another. Without loss of generality, wi is determined initially.
We uniformly sample K points on a Gauss sphere, and each of the samplings is as-
signed to wi (see Fig. 6.4(a)). For each wi, the second uniform sampling is performed
on a unit circle laying on the normal plane of wi in order to obtain L samples of ui
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and vi (shown in Fig. 6.4 (b)). Note that, as opposite direction results in the same
Oi, we consider herein only the semisphere and semicircle, where the polar point for
semisphere and end point of semicircle are arbitrarily positioned. For each model,
there are K × L orientations in total to be evaluated and filtered.
Figure 6.4. (a) sampling the unit vector wi (b) sampling the unit
vectors ui and vi.
Cuboid generation. Given a determinate orientation, the second part of al-
gorithm generates a cuboid with as large volume as possible inside M . We use a
heuristics based methods [126] to balance the resultant quality as well as compu-
tation efficiency. The generation details are discussed as follows: followed by the
orientation Oi, a small enough cuboid Ci is initialized at the center of a largest in-
scribed sphere within M . The six facets of Ci then move along their corresponding
normal directions to incrementally expand the size of the cuboid. At each augmen-
tation step, the corner collision is detected. The iteration stops when no facet can
be moved further. All possible cuboids inscribed inside M along orientation Oi are
recorded and indexed by volume, and the one with the maximum volume will be
returned as the resultant candidate .
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Evaluation of overhangs. With the partitioned model, an overhanging evalua-










 0 if nfk · nMjp < δarea of fk otherwise (6.3)
Farea(fk) measures the overhanging area on each facet fk depending on whether the
dot product of its normal nfk and the normal of C
j
f is less than the threshold. All
results in this paper use δ to be − cos 45◦, unless otherwise stated.
Filtering and re-sampling. According to the evaluation results, we select N
orientations with least sum of overhanging areas. To avoid selecting too many similar
cuboids, we discard those orientations with less variation and only the ones with
larger than 70% variations are kept. The following equation is used to evaluate the
variation of two orientations Oi and Oj:
Fvar = |ui · uj|+ |ui · vj|+ |ui ·wj|
+ |vi · uj|+ |vi · vj|+ |vi ·wj|
+ |wi · uj|+ |wi · vj|+ |wi ·wj|
(6.4)
At each selected orientation, we uniformly resample over its neighborhood region with
a radius ε on the Guass sphere, and generate the new set of cuboids. The empirical
values of K for initial sampling and resampling are set as 25 and 10. We use L = 10
for both samplings and N = 5 for the resampling process. Thus, for each model
we evaluate 1250 orientations after two sampling processes in total and final B top-
ranked candidates with least support material generation are retained for user to
select by leveraging the physical dimension and shape of functional components.
6.2.3 Optimization of printing sequence
While evaluating the overhanging feature over six partitioned geometries, it is












Figure 6.5. (a) partitioning based on above-facet regions and corner
regions (b) printing sequence 1 generates support material (c) printing
sequence 2 generates no support material.
the minimal number of serialized rotation and accordingly minimal effort of handling,
we define our strategy of printing such that: (1) four adjacent partitioned geometries
about a central axis of the cuboid are printed by intermittently rotating the axis by
90 degrees, and (2) the rest of the two opposite partitions are printed afterwards
by rotating every 180 degrees about a second central axis which is orthogonal to
the previous one. This reduces the number of degrees of freedom to two and the
intermediate number of handling to one. Through initial partitioning, the model can
be inherently segmented into the print regions right above each cuboidal facet (the
pink, yellow, green and blue regions shown in Fig. 6.5 (a)). As for the corner regions
shown in black in Fig. 6.5 (a), we assign each of them into its neighboring above-
region(s). Here the printing strategy is that once the first facet is determined, each
corner region is always assigned to the later-to-print above-region that follows a single
rotational direction (for instance counterclockwise shown in Fig. 6.5 (b)). In doing
so, it also generates extended underlying surface to support the corner geometries
after each rotation. Note that different selection of the initial facet to be printed on
results in different support generation scenarios. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the sequence
(b) generates support in the right upper corner while in (c) it is totally support-free.
For each cuboid with determinate size and orientation, we search over 30 different
combinations of printing sequence around six cuboidal facets and choose the one with
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less or no support generation. These combinations vary based on which facet is the
first to be printed on, the rotational direction and the selection of two facets that
stay as the last-to-print ones.
6.2.4 Mechanical implementation behind RevoMaker
Ultimaker 2 3D printer. Fig.6.6 (a) shows an assembled view of the mechanical
and electrical apparatus that are extended onto Ultimaker2. All of the models shown
in this paper were printed on this modified 3D printer, i.e., an open-source fused-
filament extrusion system with 230mm×225mm×205mm build volume and up to 20
microns print accuracy. The filament material used for printing is the 3mm-diameter
Polylactic acid (PLA).
a b 
Figure 6.6. We extend a standard low-cost FDM printer, UltiMaker2,
with mechanical, electrical and pneumatic devices.
Laser cutting of cuboidal base. Unlike the standard bed material used in
FDM printers where extruded plastic needs to be easily peeled off from the print bed,
we select a 3mm-thick Plexiglasr DP-95 acrylic sheet as the build surface material
for each facet of the cuboidal base. This cell-cast material is available with low heat
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capacity and matte finish on both sides to ensure a very firm first-layer PLA bonding
with little pre-heating process.
a b 
Figure 6.7. (a) a flattened cuboidal net pattern using laser-cut facets
and slots; (b) a folded cuboid.
Six rectangular facets and twelve edges comprise a cuboidal base. We synthesize
the interlocking teeth pattern along each edge so that six facets can be rapidly press-
fit together seamlessly (see Fig.6.7). In order to level and secure the cuboid during
printing, two 32mm×15mm rectangular slots are also engraved on a pair of opposite
cuboidal facets (also called side-facets) using laser cutting. Our experimental results
show that for each model it takes on the average 5 to 10 minutes to laser cut the
facets and approximately 1 minute to assemble the cuboid.
Embedding of functional modules. The internal space inside each cuboid base
is utilized for embedding functionalities. This standardized cuboidal space can house
a wide variety of mechanical, electronic, sensory and actuation components, including
but not restricted to processor chips, sensors, springs, gears and motors. By providing
channels in the printed material, external devices such as lights and wind-up keys can
then interconnect with the housed components inside to enhance visual, motion and
movement functionalities, through the slots and holes already added on each of six
cuboidal facets. Our process is relatively simple when compared to the traditional
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processes where multiple high-fidelity printed parts must be assembled in 3D while
enclosing motors and sensors. We lay down and pre-assemble functional modules on
the “flat” unfolded cuboid. We then close the cuboid by folding, and “coat” the
external skin shapes over it using our 3D printing process.
Fixation, revolving and gripping. Three degrees-of-freedom movements are
needed for realizing the multi-directional printing: (1) translation along X to fix-
ate and release the cuboidal base, (2) rotation about X to revolve the cuboid facets
around, (3) and angular motion to deliver strong gripping to the handles. We attach
an acrylic stand with 2 cantilevered support plates to our build platform. A pair
of linear air cylinders sits on the support plates to fixate or release the cuboid from
both sides. These magnetically coupled linear cylinders (CY3R-10-65) are powered
pneumatically and controlled by a solenoid valve (see Fig.6.6 (b)). To enable the
revolute motion, two HerkuleX DRS-0201 robot servos rest on the air cylinders and
two connected air fingers (MHY2-10D) provide angular gripping motion. In Revo-
Maker, we first hand delivers the cuboidal base to the center of the printer. These
180-degree angular fingers are initially closed and fit into side slots to secure the
cuboid by squeezing. After one partitioned geometry is printed on top of the build
surface, the servos synchronously revolve the base by 90 degrees. Therefore, four
facets surrounding the revolute axis can be printed in the first run of revolving (see
Fig.6.8 (b)-(e)). Note that during printing, two opposite facets among the four are
chosen to add two collinearly-aligned handles outside the geometries. The purpose
of adding these handles is for the grippers to secure the model in the second run of
revolving while avoiding directly contact the printed surface.
After we releasing the grippers, we rotate the part such that the grippers close
over the handles from both sides. Once the remaining two partitioned geometries are
printed, we snap off two handles for completing the print. Throughout the whole fab-
rication process, we calibrate the surface location of the cuboid twice before printing
the first and the fifth facets. The corner coordinates of the rectangular facets and
slots are recorded as the reference coordinates for the print head to start printing.
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6.3 Prototypical Results and Use Cases from RevoMaker
6.3.1 Sculptural objects
According to the Cuboidization results on a number of genus 0 models with differ-
ent overhanging features on different locations, including man-made art objects and
organic forms, our optimization framework generates cuboids that allow zero support
material to the printed geometries. Five sculptural models including a small Hex-
acronic Icositetrahedron, spherical ball, Max Planck, French bulldog, Mickey Mouse,
bulldog were fabricated with empty cuboids first to verify our optimization frame-
work with reduction of print and support material. Fig.6.9 (a) shows the partitioned
result of a small Hexacronic Icositetrahedron where 6 “mountain”s are extruded and
connected from 6 cuboidal facets, respectively. After laser cutting the cuboid and
printing around each facets (see Fig.6.9 (b)-(g)), we achieve the final print with 6
Figure 6.8. Each gripper from both sides has 3 degrees-of-freedom:
(1) translation to fixate and release the cuboidal base, (2) rotation
to revolve the cuboid facets around, and angular motion to apply















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































different color and a “UIST 2015” logo on it. Fig.6.10 shows the rest of the mod-
els with their support generation using Ultimaker 2, partitioned results and final
prints, respectively. In order to validate the strength in our approach to save time,
build material and support material, we compare the fast-printing results using both
RevoMaker and Ultimaker 2 over seven selected models.
As shown in Table. 6.2, comparing to tmin and Vmin, Revomaker achieves a 23.4%
reduction of printing time, and 21.8% reduction of total material consumption on
average. The main strength of our multi-directional printing process is that it provides
significant reduction of support material generation. When carefully comparing two
printing procedures. we observe that the regular unidirectional extrusion process
initially generates skirts and rafts on the print bed to smooth the printing flow and
to assist bed adhesion, then it prints 3∼4 solid adhering layers and followed by the
hollowed structures inside. Our approach requires periodically printing 1 adhering
layer 6 times for the six partitioned geometries. Together with the two added handles,
it leads to a modest improvement in printing time and overall material consumption.
6.3.2 Use case 1: Custo “Mice”, customizable mice
We customize a computer mouse for an ergonomical fit to the palm and tailored
functionalities. Dating back to 1964, Dr. Douglas Engelbart invented the first com-
puter pointing device with one button on top and two wheels on the underside. The
mouse began to multiply rapidly with embedded mechanical, optical and electronic
systems. However, creating a mouse design from scratch and prototyping enclosures
can be a iterative and daunting task especially for novices. It requires 3D modeling,
molding/tooling design and physical assembly to be integrated seamlessly to fit all
individual components inside an exterior shell. More importantly, with traditional
injection molding, it is difficult to mold reentrant features and side-surface functions
such as buttons.
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To demonstrate the whole fabrication process, Play Doh was initially used for one
to create the shape of the mouse (see Fig.6.11 (a)). In doing so, the user is able to
quickly verify a list of customizable human factors regarding the size range of hands,
finger extension and palm comfort. In our custo“mice” the user also specify the
middle-click to be operated by thumb on the side of the mouse. Then its shape was
captured using a 3D scanner, shown in Fig.6.11 (b). The algorithm generates the size
of the cuboidal base and provides slot-cuts for the button areas in the partitioned
geometries, shown in Fig.6.11 (c,d). Matching slot-cuts on the cuboid provide a
cantilever which deflects to actuate internal switch when the external button area is
pressed. Fig.6.11 (e) shows that all added functional modules are pre-assembled on the
flattened laser-cut facets and enclosed inside the cuboid when closed. These modules
include 3 buttons for left-, middle-, and right-clicking; light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
and photodiodes to detect movement relative to the underlying surface; printed circuit
board (PCB) with electrical resistors, capacitors, integrated circuits (ICs) mounted
on; and rechargeable battery. Lastly, the custom-made geometries are printed around
the cuboid to complete the prototyping and ready for use directly after printing (see
Fig.6.12).
6.3.3 Use case 2: wind-up Pokémon
To further expand the design space for functional products, we enclose passive-
actuated wind-up motor with gears and springs inside the cuboidal base. One of the
popular Pokémon character Bulbasaur is selected in this example due to its large
amount of overhanging features, shown in Fig.6.13 (a). Similar to the previous pro-
cedures, we partition six geometries around an embedded cuboid (see Fig.6.13 (b)),
and enclose the cuboid with laser-cut facets and kinematic components including the
wind-up motor and batteries (see Fig.6.13 (c)). After taking it out from Revomaker,
we insert another Pokémon character Pikachu’s tail into the back hole of Bulbasaur,
and a wind-up key into the side hole of Bulbasaur to waggle the tail. Besides, one
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can insert a pair of LEDs into the eyes of Bulbasaur, and the eyes start blinking
simultaneously after winding, shown in Fig.6.13 (e).
6.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we explored a multi-directional 3D printing process not only to
reduce the consumption of print and support material, but also to enable a new breed
of custom products with embedded functionalities. We propose the Cuboidization al-
gorithm to generate a cuboidal enclosure, also as the printing base, with as large a
volume as possible inside the model and featuring as few overhangs as possible. There-
fore, we modify and enhance an existing 3D printer by adding a revolving DOF to a
laser-cuttable and foldable cuboidal platform, to allow multi-directional 3D printing
and functionally-embedded product design. We believe that the modularization of
functionalities and integration of 3D shapes will open up a new genre of 3D printing
and eventually alleviate design and assembly burdens.
Using Revomaker, the 3D printer we developed in implementing the above process,
we printed a number of sculptural models and two functional products, i.e., a cus-
tomizable computer mouse and wind-up toy. We thus demonstrated its capabilities
in combining functional design along with the shape creation. By only marginally
increasing the complexity of a current off-the-shelf machine, we add much greater
functionality and capability to the resulting process and products. Therefore, a wide










Figure 6.9. (a)Cuboidal generation and partitioned results of a
small Hexacronic Icositetrahedron with the “UIST 2015” logo. (b)-(g)
printing 6 partitioned geometries intermittently around a revolving
cuboidal base using our method. (h) final print.
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French bulldog Mickey Mouse Max Planck Sphere ball 
Figure 6.10. first row: visualization of support generation for a sphere
ball, Max Planck, French bulldog and Mickey Mouse head using exist-
ing FDM printing process in Ultimaker2 (the model is oriented where
less support structures are created. second row: partitioned results of
each model. third row: prototypical results of each model.
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a  b 
d c 
e 
Figure 6.11. (a) user interaction to tailor the shape of his/her
ergonomical-fitting mouse using Play Doh. (b) 3D scanning (c) hol-
lowing the digital model with slot-cuts to separate out three button
areas. (d) six partitioning geometries around an embedded cuboid.
(e) enclose buttons, printed circuit board and optical components in-
side the laser-cut cuboid.
Figure 6.12. Revomaker prints the partitioned geometries around
the cuboidal enclosure and delivers a functional and ergonomical com-





Figure 6.13. shows (a) support generation for Bulbasaur (b) six par-
titioning geometries around an embedded cuboid. (c) pre-assembling
the wind-up motor and batteries onto flattened laser-cut facets and
close the cuboid as a printing base. (d) printing the Bulbasaur shape
around the cuboid. (e) winding the Bulbasaur up to trigger tail-
waggling and eye-blinking.
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7. SYSTEM LIMITATION, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
The abilities of Kinetogami enable foldable mechanistic designs by varying layouts
and materials on 2D, and hence results in multiple embedded functionalities in 3D.
RevoMaker further provides a seamless prototyping platform to integrate encased
functional components with 3D shape creation. The main goal of this work, to render
complex reconfigurable structures, mechanisms and functional products from planar
sheets, has potential for both the practical world and the creative world. We have
found the applications of our folding framework in the structural, robotic and custom
product designs to be of great relevance. The interaction between 2D and 3D, with
deliberate or apparent transformation, augmented by shape, pattern and motion, all
contribute to a rich realm of possibilities for designers, engineers and even artists
to work together. Active logos, interactive surfaces, reflective panels, customizable
products, are all possibly integrated together with the Kinetogami folding scheme and
RevoMaker multi-directional 3D printing in a dynamic flow of folding, transforming,
prototyping, and putting to use.
Currently, Our Kinetogami folding framework and RevoMaker prototyping system
still have the following limitations:
• In our Kinetogami work, polyhedral BSUs are investigated with special geo-
metric properties and limited material selections. We are still facing the design
challenges of using a wide range of geometric primitives and materials to estab-
lish a more general building architecture of polyhedral mechanisms.
• From the BSU family, our RevoMaker system focuses on a single cuboidal unit
to demonstrate functionally-embedded additive manufacturing process. In ad-
dition, the Cuboidization algorithm is more suitable for processing the models
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that approximate cuboids, and the encased components are no longer accessible
once the 3D printing is completed.
• The systematic design strategies on how and where to embed functional compo-
nents inside BSUs are not explored in our current Kinetogami and RevoMaker
frameworks.
7.2 Future Work
Future work of this thesis can address the following:
(1) Investigation of various geometric exploration, material compatibility, folding
strategies and integrative manufacturing processes to enhance Kinetogamic folding
scheme using digital fabrication.
(2) Integration of Kinetogami and RevoMaker to achieve both the reconfiguration
and shape complexity using BSUs.
(3) Exploration of modular-based function and form embedding and systematic
development of prototypical products to demonstrate diverse product forms and func-
tionality.
Initial thoughts in exploring each of these possible future directions will be ex-
plained in the following subsections:
7.2.1 Various foldable construction enabled by digital fabrication
With the trend and capability of digital fabrication, a booming Do It Yourself
movement has been significantly shifting and integrating the role of a designer, as-
sembler and manufacturer into an integrated one. The fabrication tools, such as 3d
printer and laser cutter, are available in a desktop size and able to build the ma-
terial objects from the digital designs. The overarching aim here is to understand
requirements, capacities and challenges of the digital fabrication. From Kinetogami
system, we envision a general class of polyhedral primitives to be established for
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building multi-loop(s) structures / mechanisms with any pre-synthesized shapes. We
also envision the functional materials with programmed configurations, which will
require studies in material compatibility, stimuli-driven reactive materials, and novel
integrative manufacturing processes. For example, many pre-programmed functional
sheets will be printed and self-configured, and then fit together like 3D puzzle pieces
to form a larger device, such as the spherical robot. Depending on the scale of the
end device, various stages of design and assembly may be required.
Substrates (2.5 D) may be manufactured using ink jet printing or cut from sheet
materials using laser cutting. Directly printing conductors on our substrate con-
structions is possible using existing techniques with adaptations. Conductors will
be directly printed on the substrate by screen printing, ink-jet printing, or selective
wetting of pre-patterned surfaces (patterned by composition or texture via lithog-
raphy, sputtering, and/or vapor deposition). Similarly, pneumatic lines can directly
be printed. The compliance/stretchability at the joints in order to enable folding
and compound folds material requires studies of combinations of fibrous substrates,
fabrics and elastomers. Such combinations include naturally bonding materials (such
as silicone-based glass fibers and elastomers), mechanically bonding materials (fab-
rics and elastomers), and adhesively bonded materials (using chemical or textural
modification to surfaces).
7.2.2 Integration of Kinetogami and RevoMaker
For the models where large protruding features cover around the geometry, it
is difficult to resolve the support-free printing using a single polyhedral base. We
envision the multi-polyhedral base generation for better approximation. In doing so,
the overhanging features on a model can be further partitioned and eliminated while
printing over more polyhedral facets. Furthermore, given an input model that requires
degrees-of-freedom between different body sections, a single or multiple hinged BSU
ring can be constructed initially and print head completes “coating” the geometries
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afterwards around the whole assembly. This also allows the additional functions to be
encapsulated independently inside multiple enclosures. For those functional products
where the battery or other actuation components requires frequent replacing, our
Revomaker printing process can be modified to leave one surface of the polyhedral
base printed with surrounding gaps, so that it can be opened and closed.
7.2.3 Modular-based form and function embedded design
With the increasing prevalence in open source hardware and software, electronics
platforms such as the Arduino and the Raspberry Pi, and the more recent emer-
gence of organizations such as Local Motors, the push towards modularity in design
is greater than ever. In addition, innovative companies such as Shapeways are al-
ready putting custom 3D printed designs into practice with their 3D Design to Order
programme.
Ulrich [127] makes the argument for modularity from an organizational standpoint:
modular designs for products require a similar modularization of organizations: its
division into specialized groups with a narrow focus (p. 138). He argues that this
allows for the development of organizational expertise with regards to specific func-
tional elements. This is true from an educational point of view as well: modularity
allows for the stratification of subject knowledge into different levels of abstraction.
Different levels of modularity allow for movement between different levels of abstrac-
tion, which in turn allow designers to develop a deep understanding of the system
being designed [128]. The library of hardware functional modules can include plug-
gable embedded electronics and interconnected mechanical modules. The surrounding
printed material covering will act as the active ”skin” that senses, receives input and
incorporates with the hardware modules through deformable areas and internal chan-
nels inside the surfaces. Each functionally-embedded and 3D-printed object can be
further modularized and integrated to achieve more advanced functionalities.
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Embedded Electronics: Inexpensive embedded platforms such as the Arduino are
intended for hobbyist/educational purposes and not for use in actual end products,
which is clear from the design choices made by these platforms. For example, they
have a relatively large form factor and are designed with the expectation that they
will be powered from either a USB port or a wall socket, in a majority of the cases.
Interconnected Mechanical Modules: After a set of electronic modules are housed
inside the standardized polyhedral space, designers can further interconnect mechan-
ical building kits in or across bases to enhance the motion and movement functional-
ities. These kits will be designed involving linkages, joints (revolute, prismatic, and
spherical), tighteners, gears, compliant units (springs, dampers) and flexible units.
Specific sensory and measurement kits including visual modules (eg. camera units),
position modules (eg. infrared sensors), motion modules (eg. accelerometers), tem-
perature modules (eg. thermistors), optical modules and pressure modules can be
further studied and embedded.
Active Skins: By providing channels, reentrant and protruding functional features
such as push-buttons and snap-fits, external devices such as lights and wind-ups, and
external bases will be designed to be able to communicate with the components housed
inside, through the slots and holes already added on each of the enclosure facets. It
is envisioned that the printed material which covers the polyhedral base could also
act as an active ”skin” which can sense and receive input through deformable areas
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